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The digital realm is melding with the physical, and this makes
ubiquitous ultra-broadband (U2BB) a necessity in any future that we
would consider genuine progress. Fiber and LTE rollouts are underway
and Vectoring (with G.fast soon to follow) can deliver sufficient
bandwidth for the time being over any legacy medium on site, so
progress is being made, but progress is not always profitable, and neither
is ubiquity (especially in telco).
Consulting firm Roland Berger has identified three general business
models that operators might follow if they hope to profit in a U2BB
world – broadband access, broadband access plus, and broadband access
plus digital service provision.
The first is basically just what it sounds like – straight dumb pipe
services. With U2BB, an operator is providing high-speed access to
everyone and everything within coverage. As the core asset in this
instance, the ultra-broadband network must have sufficient bandwidth
to provide anytime-anywhere-anything connection, and this requires
synergy between your fixed and mobile infrastructure, both physical and
operational.
The second model, broadband access plus, represents value-added
service that enhances the basic user experience, often in conjunction
with an OTT partner. A number of operators, including China Unicom
and China Telecom, have gained a head-start on this, enhancing both
user experience and network value.
And finally, a U2BB network can be an open platform that provides
unified digital applications and services to homes and enterprises
(broadband access plus digital service provision). In this stage, both
people and things are smartly interconnected, and we all can enjoy
enhancements in both work efficiency and quality of life through smart
homes, smart offices, and other applications. Operators such as AT&T,
Orange, and PCCW are leading the way in this field.
However, one must keep in mind that a ubiquitous ultra-broadband
network itself is just a lot of glass and a little metal. What that network
delivers is the progress, whether it be e-healthcare, real-time translation,
or just a really clear video call with your aunt in Canada. These things
benefit us all, with the steps mentioned above benefiting the operator.

Zha Jun
President of Huawei Fixed
Network Business Unit
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NEWS
Huawei Launches “Fusion” Strategy at Huawei Cloud Congress 2013

Shanghai, China, September 3,
2013, Huawei officially launched
its "Fusion" strategy for the
information technology (IT) area
at this year’s Huawei Cloud
Congress. Fusion combines an
array of IT technologies, including
computing, storage, virtualization
and data center technologies
which underlie an open platform
that enables third-party system
integration, simple deployment,
simple management, and simple
operation and maintenance
of enterprise IT infrastructures.
Highlights include:
OceanStor 18800F – The
industry’s first Flash-based

enterprise storage product.
OceanStor 18800F features
million-scale IOPS (5X the industry
standard), 10% the microsecond
latency of the industry average, a
disk failure rate as low as zero, and
resistance to shock & corrosion.
FusionCube 2.0 – The industry’s
first high-performance cloud
c o m p u t i n g i n f ra s t r u c t u re
platform to integrate computing,
networking, storage and
management. FusionCube 2.0
offers the industry’s highest
backbone switching capacity
at 15.6Tbps. Leveraging an
innovative distributed storage
technology, FusionCube 2.0

eliminates I/O performance
bottlenecks to allow a 10X+
increase in data throughput. It is
currently one of the best potential
platforms for UNIX replacement.
CloudFabric 2.0 – A network
solution based on Huawei’s
distributed data center
architecture (DC2) that adopts
SDN and allows for simpler
deployment and shorter launch
time for new businesses. It is
the first in the industry to cover
networks within and between
data centers, achieving E2E
service level agreement (SLA)
guarantees. It is also the only
solution to integrate software and
hardware for high-performance
networks with VxLAN forwarding
capabilities, which is 96X the
industry average.
FusionSphere 3.0 – An efficient
cloud operating system based
on OpenStack that virtualizes
data centers through horizontal
integration, enabling cloud
computing convergence. Ranked
first in the SPECvirt performance
evaluation of virtualization

benchmark, FusionSphere
3.0 offers industry-leading
virtualization, tripling the network
I/O performance enhancement
supported by Huawei’s hardware.
X8000 ultra-high density
cabinet server – Adopting DH628
V2 storage nodes, the X8000
server provides the highest
density and storage capacity in
the industry. Its modular design
supports 40 full-width nodes in
a single 44U cabinet and 80 Intel
Xeon E5-2400 series processors,
offering up to two petabytes of
storage. Compared to traditional
2U storage servers, where a single
cabinet encompasses 10 units,
X8000 reduces the space needed
by over 75%, and uses 15% less
energy.
FusionInsight – Covering a
distance of over 1,000 kilometers,
this solution helps enterprises
quickly establish large-scale data
processing systems and analyze
large amounts of internal and
external real-time and non realtime data, unlocking new value
and business potential.

Huawei’s Head of Noah’s Ark Lab Joins AAAI
Shenzhen, China, September
26, 2013, Dr. Yang Qiang, head
of Huawei’s Noah’s Ark Lab,
was elected a fellow of the
Association for the Advancement
of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI)
at the association’s 27th annual
conference in July.
The AAAI Fellowship is the
highest honor awarded in the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) industry,
and recognizes a small group
of AAAI members who have
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made significant and sustained
contributions to the field of AI.
In 2013, the AAAI elected eight
fellows from across the world,
including Dr. Yang, as a result of
his significant contributions to
planning, data mining and casebased reasoning in the field of
AI. Dr. Yang is already a fellow
of the institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
International Association for
Pattern Recognition (IAPR), and

the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS).
“I am very honored to have
been elected as an AAAI Fellow,”
noted Yang. “I believe Noah’s
Ark Lab will play a major role
in Huawei’s innovative research
on artificial intelligence and big
data research. Our work will
help advance AI to the next level
both in theory and practice,
and at the same time promote
Huawei’s leadership in the

business of intelligent systems
and big data.”
The AAAI was founded
in 1979 as a world-leading
association on AI. In its early
history, the organization was
presided over by notable figures
in computer science such as Allen
Newell, Marvin Minsky, and John
McCarthy. The AAAI also runs
the world’s top conference on AI,
with a network of 6,000 members
worldwide.

World’s First LTE-A 3.5GHz Trial Network Achieves 770Mbps Peak Download

Tokyo, Japan, September 11,
2013, Huawei has helped build
the world's first 3.5GHz LTE-A
trial network in Japan. A recent
demonstration showed that
it supports a peak 770Mbps
download speed (mean: 550Mbps)

through cutting-edge technologies
such as carrier aggregation (CA),
coordinated multipoint (CoMP)
transmission and cloud baseband.
The demonstration was
held in late August and hosted
by the Global TD-LTE Initiative
(GTI) during an ad hoc seminar
discussing the latest developments
in the LTE TDD 3.5GHz industry.
Issues discussed at the seminar
included speeding up the release
of 3.5GHz spectrum and adopting
the same technologies to share
the same ecosystem.
The demonstration was
conducted by Japanese mobile
operator SoftBank, and was
held in Tokyo's densely urban

Ginza district. Attendees included
representatives from operators
China Mobile, SoftBank,
UK Broadband, as well as
representatives from the WiMAX
Forum and various chipset
vendors.
At t e n d e e s c o m m e n t e d
positively on the reliability and
stability of LTE TDD technologies
on the 3.5GHz band, and noted
their effectiveness for resolving
weak coverage issues and cofrequency band interference.
SoftBank also demonstrated
a "five-carrier CA" technology
for LTE TDD on the 3.5GHz
band using a prototype system
that can provide a max 1.2Gbps

download speed when running
on Huawei's ultra-wideband
RRU (Remote Radio Unit). When
deployed, a combination of ultrawideband RRUs can support more
than 100MHz of instantaneous
bandwidth and can be customized
on-demand to accommodate
new spectrum as it becomes
available.
In Japan, further spectrum
from 3.4 to 3.6GHz is expected
to be allocated by 2015 for the
introduction of commercial 4G.
Worldwide, more 3.5GHz spectrum
is expected to be released to
promote development of mobile
broadband services using higher
spectrum bands.

TDC Partners with Huawei for Nationwide LTE Coverage

Huawei Launches CO Vectoring System

Shenzhen, China, September
29, 2013, Huawei has been
selected by operator TDC as the
sole vendor for its nationwide
GSM/UMTS/LTE network in
Denmark and will provide
managed services over a sixyear period. TDC, established in
1882, is the largest operator in
Denmark, and has committed
itself to cover even the least
populated areas in the country
with LTE before the end of 2015.
"Huawei is one of the most
innovative players in the
telecommunications sector,” says
Carsten Dilling, Group CEO at
TDC. “Through this contract we
will change all the base stations in
the mobile network to the latest
network equipment and software,
ensuring that we futureproof the
network. ”
"The trust TDC has put in us as

Shenzhen, China, September
30, 2013, Huawei today
l a u n c h e d i t s M A 5 6 0 0 T, a
Vectoring system with the
largest capacity to date at 896
lines, more than twice the
industry average.
Vectoring systems typically
support only 384 access
lines, but through a special
algorithm, coupled with robust
processing and node-level
Vectoring (NLV) technology,
the new Huawei MA5600T
enables an industry-leading
capacity of 896 lines. In
addition to working as a largecapacity device at an exchange
site, MA5600T can also be
deployed in an outdoor FTTC
c a b i n e t t o p ro v i d e l a rg e capacity Vectoring access.
The MA5600T shares its
Ve c t o r i n g s e r v i c e b o a r d s

its strategic partner is yet another
example where we can offer
technically-leading innovations that
improve the end-user experience
and lower TCO for operators.
The cooperation is a milestone
for Huawei Denmark and allows
us to step up our investments
locally, resulting in recruitment and
expanded cooperation with local
companies to meet our obligations
to TDC,” said Jim Lu, President of
Huawei’s CEE & Nordic region.
Huawei will implement its
Service Quality Management
service to visualize end-user
experience and service quality,
thus sharpening TDC‘s focus on
customer satisfaction and loyalty.
Using SDR (software-defined
radio) technology, the network
can be upgraded through
software, ensuring long-term
viability for the network.

with its midsized cousin, the
MA5603T, further improving
the backplane capacity of
converged optical and copper
access platforms to 8.8TB.
A d d i t i o n a l l y, M A 5 6 0 0 T i s
compatible with copper access
boards (including xDSL, POTS,
and combo) and optical access
boards (including GE, GPON,
10GE, and 10GPON).
Yo u Y i y o n g , H u a w e i ’ s
president of access products,
said, "Huawei's large-capacity
Vectoring system can solve
the CO DSLAM access speed
improvement issue and provide
end-to-end, any-node ultrafast broadband access."
Huawei has shipped over two
million Vectoring service boards
worldwide, leading the way
in terms of mass commercial
rollout of this technology.
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Gbps-level access will be a necessity in
the digital home, and it will soon be available
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over both fiber and copper media.
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1Gbps over copper
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With the introduction of VDSL2 and Vectoring technologies, copper has regained
some of its luster as an access medium. As fiber extends its reach across the
network, the remaining copper loops get shorter, but G.fast access technology is
set to expand the bandwidth for the latter to 106MHz, over loops up to 250 meters
in length, representing a path to Gbit access with only a moderate investment.
By Les Brown

Vectoring is mature

V

ectoring involves the joint processing
of signals from multiple lines to cancel
crosstalk between them, making for
great improvements in transmission
performance. VDSL2 crosstalk categories are
divided into near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and farend crosstalk (FEXT). NEXT crosses from the
transmitted signal of a disturber’s line to the
received signal of a victim’s line at the same end of
the loop. With NEXT, the transmitted upstream/

downstream signal on one line affects the received
downstream/upstream signal of another. As VDSL2
uses frequency division duplexing, the NEXT
interference is in a frequency band different from
the victim’s intended received signal. Its influence
can be eliminated or greatly reduced through
frequency separation techniques.
FEXT is crosstalk from the transmitted signal of
a disturber’s line to the received signal of a victim’s
line at the opposite end of the loop. With FEXT,
the transmitted upstream/downstream signal on
one line affects the received upstream/downstream
signal of another line. As FEXT falls in the same
NOV 2013 . ISSUE 71
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frequency band as the victim’s intended received
signal, it cannot be separated through bandseparation techniques. FEXT is typically stronger
on relatively short loops and higher frequency
bands; as VDSL2 is used on relatively short loops
and uses a wide frequency band, the impact of
FEXT can be quite serious. To solve the FEXT
problem, the ITU-T specified Vectoring technology
in ITU-T Recommendation G.993.5.
Since being specified, Vectoring technology has
been the hottest topic in the copper access industry,
receiving a lot of attention from equipment vendors
and chipset suppliers. Thanks to the volumes
involved, the key technology for Vectoring is the
centralized Vectored data processing. The average
user port must transfer roughly 0.5Gbps of data
between the VDSL2 transceiver and the Vectoring
processor, and a typical 64-port line card needs
about 30Gbps of bandwidth per line card to handle
it, and this is a major challenge to large-capacity
Vectoring. The Vectoring processor has to process
the data from all lines in the system, also a big
challenge. Vectoring systems, supporting up to 384
lines, are mature and commercial deployment is
now commencing worldwide. Node-level Vectoring,
which enables Vectoring across multiple pieces of
equipment within a single site, is now being trialed.
In 2013, Huawei announced that overall
shipments of Vectoring line cards exceeded 1.2
million lines. With the increase in shipments, the
chipset costs will drop further, which will drive
Vectoring system deployment worldwide.
1Gbps

G.fast standardization
FTTH is very costly in brownfield scenarios. Some
European operators such as BT and FT have started
to consider deploying fiber to the distribution (or
drop) point (FTTdp), near the end user, as an FTTH
alternative (Figure 1).
The distribution point for FTTdp is usually less than
200 meters from the end user, with the remaining copper
drop employing very high frequencies to achieve higheraccess bandwidth (G.fast). Basic FTTdp requirements
include up to 1Gbps for a short distance (less than 100
meters), low power consumption, and easy reverse power
feed implementation; this allows the terminal to be sent
to and installed by the end user, without home rewiring.
FTTdp requirements are currently being addressed in
the Broadband Forum and the ITU-T G.fast standards
group. G.fast core technology covers the copper aspects,
delivering the following benefits to the operator.
Wide bandwidth – The G.fast frequency band will
initially extend to 106MHz, but a target of 212MHz
has been set for later. To facilitate coexistence and
backwards-compatibility with VDSL2, G.fast has a
DMT sub-carrier spacing of 51.75kHz.
Modulation & duplexing – G.fast uses DMT
physical layer modulation technology, as was the case
for ADSL2+ and VDSL2. However, for duplexing,
G.fast will use time division duplexing (TDD)
instead of the frequency division duplexing (FDD)
of ADSL2+/VDSL2, so different time slots will be
assigned for the downstream and upstream data.

Operator Cable

Drop Wire

G.fast < 200m
Drop Point

Fib

FTTdp

er

VDSL2 < 500m

> 100m

Fiber
Drop Point

Central Office

FTTB

Cabinet

ADSL > 3000m

FTTCo
Cabinet

Figure 1 FTTdp Network Scenarios
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With TDD-OFDM technology, both the
ADC and DAC design requirements are reduced.
What’s more, the transmitter and the receiver can
share a common FFT/IFFT module, reducing
the complexity of the ASIC implementation.
By adjusting the configuration of upstream and
downstream time slots, operators can easily change
the upstream/downstream rate ratio.
Crosstalk cancellation – Due to the short loop
length and high bandwidth, FEXT is a serious threat
that needs to be eliminated; this makes the support of
Vectoring mandatory. To avoid NEXT between the
ports, G.fast must keep the sampling frequency and
time slots synchronized for all ports; this is known as
synchronous TDD-OFDM (STDD-OFDM).
Forward error correction – G.fast uses the same
forward error correction (FEC) as VDSL2 (ReedSolomon plus trellis).
Since the ITU-T G.fast group started its work
in 2011, a lot of operators, equipment vendors, and
chipset suppliers have joined in. The main architecture
and key technologies have been selected, but
considerable work remains in areas such as framing,
initialization and low power states. The G.fast group is
expected to reach consensus by the end of 2013. With
the specification of the standard well under way, some
vendors have commenced G.fast chipset development,
with the first commercially available in early 2015; this
will place G.fast product trials in late 2015.

Trends in copper

Increasing speed – Vectoring will bring copper
access into the 100Mbps era, with VDSL2 and G.fast
enhancing that to the 1Gbps range. However, the
Shannon limit should start to make itself felt soon
after, as its value for a 100m length of PE05 cable is
about 1.4Gbps.
Enhancing diagnostics – G.fast extends the
frequency band to more than 100MHz, making
it more vulnerable to noise interference, while line
problems will have greater impact on the access rate
and stability. Huawei’s intelligent fault diagnosis
and optimization system can identify line instability,
find the line fault cause through pattern recognition,
and optimize the line profile (all automatically),
assuring an access rate free from disturbance. The
system can already identify most VDSL2 failures and
automatically isolate the fault and optimize the line,
and this will extend to G.fast in the future.
DSL expansion to other media – Once fiber
has been deployed to a distribution (drop) point,
operators can choose alternative media for access if
they don’t own the onsite copper, including coax cable
or the local power lines, with no major loss to the
access rate. This eliminates the need to deploy fiber in
the home, reducing engineering costs significantly.
The 1Gbps access rates enabled by VDSL2 and G.fast
will maintain copper as a viable next-gen service medium
for the forseeable future. Ultra-broadband deployment
can be carried out with great speed, at a decent return on
investment, and this should keep brownfield operators
on the cutting edge for years to come.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com

Once fiber has been deployed to a distribution
(drop) point, operators can choose alternative media
for access if they don’t own the onsite copper,
including coax cable or the local power lines.
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Beyond NG-PON2

A more flexible future
By Frank Effenberger, Lin Huafeng & Peng Guikai

In the past, a desire for more
bandwidth drove the evolution
and development of passive
optical networking from ATM
PON (APON) to 10G-PON/10GEPON, and now time and
wavelength division multiplexed
PON (TWDM-PON). As 10G PON
has matured commercially, and
TWDM-PON (the mainstream
NG-PON2 solution; 40Gpbs
average) has been standardized,
the bandwidth offered by a PON
system has increased immensely.
However, telco concerns
are expanding to efficient
utilization of PON, value-added
service provisioning, and ROI
improvement.

The state of NG-PON2
Academia

I

n the past few years, TWDMPON, self-seeded wavelength
division multiplexed PON
(WDM-PON), and digital
signal processing (DSP)-based PON
have been hot topics in optical access,
with the latter being particularly
notewor thy for its efficiency and
flexibility. What’s more, with the rapid
development of high-speed analogto-digital (ADC)/digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) technology, the cost
of DSP will drop dramatically, spurring
a lot of academic interest. Universities
and vendors have reached new heights
in DSP in terms of technology and
application in the past year, including
40G orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing PON (OFDM-PON),
c o h e re n t u l t r a - d e n s e w a ve l e n g t h
division multiplexing PON (UDWDMPON), high-speed WDM-PON, and
high-speed DAC/ADC.

Standardization
Scan for mobile reading
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The standardization of TWDM-PON
as the primary solution for NG-PON2
is proceeding rapidly. ITU-T G.989.1
contains the general requirements for

the NG-PON2 system, while G.989.2
specifies parameters for the physical
layer such as upstream wavelength plan,
tuning time for the optical network
u n i t ( O N U ) l a s e r, o p t i c a l p owe r
budget, line coding for 10G upstream,
and other features. G.989.3 specifies
transmission convergence (TC) layer
protocols for various functions, such
as ONU activation, and multiple
operating speeds, while G.multi (the
control protocol for multi-wavelength
PON) provides a generic description of
the protocols for wavelength marking,
allocation, monitor and calibration.
G.989.1 is already complete, and the
standardization work plan indicates
that FSAN operators plan to expedite
a consensus. The ITU-T Question 2/
Study Group 15 plans to complete the
first versions of G.989.2, G.989.3, and
G.multi by the end of 2013.
Operators such as Orange believe that
mobile fronthaul is required in next-gen
access networks. However, TWDM-PON
may prove inadequate to the task due to
fronthaul’s very stringent latency and jitter
specifications. Thus, the Full Service Access
Network (FSAN) forum set up a Mobile
Fronthaul Study Group, with Orange
taking the lead. The study group will
collect mobile fronthaul requirements from
operators and consider the relationship
with current TWDM-PON and point-topoint (P2P) WDM overlay.

Huawei Communicate

Industry
TWDM-PON standardization began in 2012,
and more and more manufacturers have joined
the research & development of the relevant
technologies and equipment, including tunable
devices and modules. Huawei released the world’s
first TWDM-PON prototypes in September 2011
and completed the first TWDM-PON field test
at Deutsche Telekom Slovak in August of the
following year.

Operators
The access network accounts for about 90% of
the power consumption and 50% of the cost of
an overall network. One of the biggest concerns of
operators is the efficient use of the optical access
infrastructure, as are the flexibility and adaptability
of PON.
Operators’ optical access requirements for fixedmobile convergence (FMC) include functional
integration and infrastructure & equipment
integration; both aim to reduce network
construction costs and energy consumption.
Orange requires that future PON evolution
account for mobile fronthaul and backhaul so
that infrastructure is fully utilized. For NTT
DOCOMO, future optical access must enable
full-service access (residential business, corporate
business, mobile fronthaul); have scalable &
flexible bandwidth, user capacity, and transmission
distance; evolve smoothly; and consume power
modestly. China Mobile expects a multi-service
multi-network system based on a unified optical

access infrastructure, meeting residential, backhaul,
and fronthaul needs with reduced OPEX.

A changing landscape
With the maturation and commercialization
of 10G PON and the standardization of NGPON2 TWDM-PON, optical access network
development is entering a new phase. The systems
in preparation have an aggregate capacity of
40Gbps, amounting to over 1Gbps per user in
a typical deployment. This far outstrips current
demand, and should satiate the market for the
foreseeable future. Huawei anticipates the future
research targets to be improved PON flexibility
and adaptability, a unified full-service access
system with ODN sharing, efficient equipment
usage, service diversification, equipment function
virtualization, and resource openness.
Huawei proposes a new software-defined FlexPON
concept which will help operators cope with business
transition challenges and enhance their overall
competitiveness. Software-defined FlexPON is an
all-service access network, supporting all scenarios of
usage, openness at all levels for unbundling, and the
highly efficient usage of resources.

Software-defined FlexPON
Flexible PON transport
With FlexPON, transport can be flexible in
terms of its optical path, optical transceiver, and
NOV 2013 . ISSUE 71
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protocols. Optical path flexibility involves the
connection between optical line terminals (OLTs)
and ONUs in the same group, which can be
dynamically adjusted or configured as required.
Optical transceiver flexibility involves the
specifications themselves, including the modulation
format, link rate, power budget, and line coding,
which can be configured and adapted to different
scenarios. The aging of components or fibers can
lead to increased ODN link loss, and the output
power of active optoelectronic components may
also drop. If the optical power budget fails to satisfy
the link loss, this will lead to system instability
where certain users may be cutoff completely.
Optimizing the DSP processing algorithms
or optical transceiver parameters, changing the
modulation format, or reducing the link rate can
improve the power budget or compensate for the
problems that result from an insufficient budget,
and consequently enhance system robustness
and reliability. This maximizes the system and
equipment lifecycle, protects the investment, and
improves the return on investment.
Protocol flexibility means that each optical
channel can employ different media access control
(MAC) protocols flexibly, including P2P GE or
10GE, GPON/XG PON, EPON/10G EPON,
and perhaps others in the future.

All-scenario access
Equipment function virtualization breaks the
fixed connection between the OLT and ONU, and
all functional PON modules in the same group will
be pooled, enabling the construction of different
virtualized PONs (VPONs) where any ONU
within can connect to any functional OLT module
through a variety of links.
Through functional PON module virtualization,
all equipment and bandwidth resources can be
controlled and allocated as desired, on a wide scale
if need be. This will simplify resource management,
i m p r ov e u s a g e e f f i c i e n c y, a n d r e d u c e t h e
investment. Based on the sharing of different links
with different attributes (power budgets, protocols,
etc.), operators can construct diversified VPONs
according to any & all application scenarios and
services.
Through VPON, the system can also provide
customized services quickly for different operator
requirements and unbundling regulations for
different countries/regions. The system can provide
all-level resource openness (wavelength, bitstream,
9
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VPON), and based on VPON technology, the
system can provide PON customization and
wholesale services to operators as a value-added
service as well.

Diversified operational models
The flexible low-level hardware resource
control inter face for the FlexPON system
can also be moved up and centralized to the
programmable access network controller. Its
northbound interface provides an open application
programming interface (API), which abstracts
the low-level network resources and/or functions
to the application layer, enabling timely service
innovation and a short time-to-market. The
southbound interface is the control channel for the
low-level hardware, which implements instructions
from the data plane control interface. As a result of
friendly API, operators can quickly restructure their
hardware resources, deliver customized services,
and develop diversified operation and business
models.

Green communication
FlexPON is capable of flexible load scheduling,
which adjusts the peak rates for different channels
to the bare minimum during off times. This
saves energy, as does spectrum narrowing for the
receivers, decreasing the percentage of unused
packets terminated in the ONU, or consolidating
the few active users distributed in different physical
channels into one physical channel and shutting
down the unused channels.

Upgrade via software
With the increasing popularity of services such
as ultra-high-definition video, video chatting, and
cloud storage & apps, bandwidth has increased
rapidly, with some operators now starting to
provide 100Mbps service to the home, growing to
perhaps 1Gbps in time.
To meet the bandwidth demand, FlexPON is
designed to be scalable to offer such bandwidths via
optimized DSP algorithms, modulation formats,
line coding, etc. Since all network functions are
effectively programmable, bandwidth scalability is
achieved via software upgrade, with the hardware
untouched to the largest extent possible.
Editor: Jason jason.patterson@huawei.com
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GTI facilitates TDD development
The Global TD-LTE Initiative (GTI) is a virtual open platform established in 2011 to advocate global
operator cooperation to promote the development of LTE TDD and its convergence with LTE FDD.
GTI has carried out extensive research into a variety of LTE TDD-relevant topics, including spectrum,
MMMB, and consumer electronics, some of which are discussed here.
Scan for mobile reading

L

TE TDD is now a mainstream
technology, supported by
a vast and fast-growing
ecosystem, with an end-to-end
industry chain that encompasses system
gear, chipsets, user devices, and testing
equipment. By 2014, over 500,000 LTE
TDD base stations are expected to be
built, covering over two billion people.

TDD spectrum
Spectrum is the foundation of mobile
communication. A large amount of
unpaired spectrum has been allocated for
TDD worldwide. To date, more than 120
countries and regions in the world have
issued TDD spectrum, with 600 TDD
licenses released, covering over 80% of the
global population. According to statistics,
more than 74 operators among the 150
global leaders have obtained TDD licenses.
With the decreasing availability
of FDD spectrum, leading operators
will be more active in auctions for
TDD, with the resulting sustained
growth of TDD licenses providing
ample foundation for its development.
Currently, there are at least 12 bands
identified for TDD, though most
available spectrum is concentrated at or
around 1.9/2.0GHz, 2.3GHz, 2.6GHz,
3.5GHz, and 3.7GHz (Table 1).

Deployment concerns
Larger blocks needed – Greater

bandwidth for LTE development will
be needed, preferably in contiguous
bands. As TDD bandwidth is more
plentiful than its FDD counterpart,
many operators are looking to leverage
i t . Cu r r e n t c o r e b a n d s f o r T D D
total about 840MHz of bandwidth.
According to market information, most
operators possess contiguous TDD
spectrum of 20MHz bandwidth or
more; some could have over 100MHz
across the major TDD bands, except
for 1.9GHz/2.0GHz, 94% of which is
fragmented.
TDD spectrum harmonization –
Spectrum harmonization can ensure
economies of scale for standardized
p ro d u c t s , s m o o t h e r c ro s s - b o rd e r
coordination, and easy roaming within
regions. Regulatory certainty is key
to the development of innovative and
competitive services across the globe,
as it will facilitate the development of a
healthy and innovative ecosystem. The

absence of spectrum harmonization
represents a key challenge to the LTE
ecosystem, both FDD and TDD, and
could potentially prevent vendors from
delivering globally-compatible LTE
devices and chipsets.
Therefore, harmonization should
be carefully considered for ongoing
and future spectr um allocations.
For example, full-TDD band plans
for 2.3GHz, 2.6GHz, 3.5GHz,
and 3.7GHz are recommended for
countries/areas where those bands are
not yet planned/allocated.
Network coexistence – Coexistence
issues for multi-layer networks are growing
common. Network synchronization has
abundant benefits, such as spectrum
utilization efficiency. If TDD networks
are synchronized, no guard band is
required, with all spectrum resources
utilized.
Network synchronization is a must
for certain LTE-Advanced features, such
NOV 2013 . ISSUE 71
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Frequencies

Regions

1.9GHz/2.0GHz

Australia, China, Europe, Japan, Russia, South Africa, South Asia

2.3GHz

Africa, Canada, China, India, Latin America, Russia, South Korea, South Asia, Middle East

2.6GHz

Africa, Brazil, China, Europe, Japan, India, Latin America, North America, Saudi Arabia

3.5GHz/3.7GHz

Australia, Europe, Latin America, North America, Russia

Table 1 TDD bands in major countries and regions
as inter-eNodeB CoMP (coordinated multi-point)
transmission/reception, eICIC (enhanced inter-cell
interference coordination) and CSPC (coordinative
schedule power control); all of which require time
synchronization to perform as promised, even for
LTE FDD. According to a RAN4 study, in terms
of UE, demodulation performance with MMSEIRC is also improved in a synchronized network.

Spectrum recommendations
LTE TDD is unique in that it is asymmetric,
synergistic, and plentiful worldwide. To boost
TDD development and operator commercial
success, we have several suggestions.
The first is allocation and assignment of
underused TDD spectrum with all due haste;
namely 2.3GHz and 3.5GHz in Europe,
3.5GHz/3.7GHz for North America, 2.3GHz for
Southeast Asia, and 2.6GHz for China and South
Africa.
Full TDD bandwidth planning for 2.3GHz,
2.6GHz, 3.5GHz, and 3.7GHz is also needed in
countries/areas where it is yet to be done; 1.9GHz,
2.3GHz, 2.6GHz and 3.5GHz have become the
global bands for TDD, and full TDD bandwidth
planning will avoid the complicated coexistence
and low spectrum utilizations involved when FDD
and TDD duplexing modes are mixed in one
band. Unified global TDD allocation will enlarge
the global market for standardized products and
facilitate global roaming. For 2.6GHz (Band 41)
and 1.9GHz (Band 39), TDD-only allocation
will be supported by the fast growing ecosystem
stimulated by China Mobile’s adoption. For 3.43.8GHz (Bands 42 and 43), the 400MHz of
available spectrum will play a key role in helping
to meet mobile data demand. As an ideal capacity
layer, TDD is the best choice for this spectrum.
Contiguous TDD spectrum allocation should
also be done in large blocks, as it is beneficial
11
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to the mobile broadband experience and global
market scale. Fragmented allocation induces
low spectrum usage and is ill suited to high
data rates/traffic. Proper bandwidths could be
1.9/2.0GHz≥10MHz, 2.3GHz/2.6GHz≥20MHz,
and 3.5GHz/3.7GHz≥40MHz.
Spectrum exchange and merger of smaller
spectrum blocks (such as 1.9GHz in the EU)
should also be carried out, with regulators and
operators assisting the process by releasing,
reallocating or acquiring unused or ineffective
spectrum in the 1.9GHz band for TDD.
Synchronized operation is needed when multiple
LTE TDD networks are present, with guard bands
in place for unsynchronized TDD. Over 90% of
commercial TDD networks have a DL/UL ratio of
3:1, and this is expected to become the standard.
Unsynchronized operation is applicable, but it will
rely on guard bands, stringent RF requirements,
and careful site engineering to mitigate interference.
And finally, we recommend that lower frequency
bands (e.g. L-band and 700MHz) be allocated for
TDD, with all future deployments in any band
harmonized as well, so that timely and cost-effective
deployment are enabled. As future spectrum
allocations are unlikely to be paired, TDD, with its
inherent ease of allocation, is now ideal.

Device requirements &
architectures
Multi-mode, multi-band devices
Through GTI-member sur veys, a set of
recommended product specifications was developed
for LTE-TDD multi-band, multi-mode devices to
meet the immediate (2012-2013) needs of operators
currently or soon to be (post-2013) engaged in LTE
TDD deployments. A set of seven core LTE bands
was identified for inclusion in devices developed
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for 2012-to-2013 deployments, including four
key TDD bands (38, 39, 40 and 41), with four
additional bands identified as core roaming bands
for 2012 to 2013 (1, 4, 13 and 17). Furthermore,
three additional roaming bands were identified as
critical in the 2014-to-2015 timeframe (2, 5 and 8).
However, older technologies and bands must
not be forgotten if LTE TDD and FDD, based
on Release 9 3GPP, are to take hold; these include
GSM/EDGE/GPRS (Bands 2, 3, 5 and 8) as well
as HSPA/UMTS (Bands 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8), and of
course Wi-Fi.

Global smartphone architectures
Smar tphones are becoming increasingly
indispensable, and GTI operators regard them as
the primary device for global roaming. Currently, a
smartphone might have separate 2G/3G and LTE
chipsets, or a single one for both, with the latter
being of course preferable as it takes up less space
and consumes less power.
GTI recommends support for thirteen different
frequency bands in each smartphone, with 2.3-to2.7GHz as the backbone, for global roaming
support. The multi-mode, multi-band (MMMB)
taskforce also recommends that smartphone design
include support for LTE Release 9 as well as full
support for handoff between both flavors of LTE
and all modes of MIMO transmission. What’s more,
additional data-centric device designs should leverage
RF frontend development work for smartphones to
maximize efficiencies and expedite the development
process.

Consumer electronics
A USD1 trillion market
The consumer electronics marketplace has a
value of over USD1 trillion in sales, encompassing
some 3.5-to-4 billion units sold in 2012. Almost
every major product category has Internet-based
offerings, including cameras, alarm systems,
automobiles, home appliances, glasses, watches,
and televisions. We only have to look at the success
of connected tablets to witness this dizzying pace of
technological advancement, now serving as a broad
platform for TV viewing, content streaming, video
chat, reading, gaming, and socialization.
As LTE takes hold worldwide, it is important to
learn from the experiences of embedded 3G. While

providing an “ease of use” solution for the mobile
professional and high-end consumer, embedded
3G has effectively expanded beyond these niche
segments. If we use laptops as an indicator for
success, 3G attachment rates never moved beyond 4
to 5%. Several key factors that constrain embedded
3G include high module cost and service pricing,
pedestrian user experience, and differing 3G
technologies; LTE will need to avoid these mistakes,
perhaps through innovative business models and
consumer-friendly service plans/bundles.

LTE opportunity
Tablets, laptops, and M2M are expected to see
strong device and data traffic growth in the next
five years. Between 2012 and 2017, the compound
average growth rates for data traffic on tablets,
laptops, and M2M devices are expected to achieve
113%, 31%, and 89%, respectively.
It is forecast that there will be almost 3.5 billion
connected PC/laptop and tablet devices by 2020,
spanning all connection technologies; 1.5 billion are
expected to use mobile broadband. This presents a
tremendous opportunity for embedded consumer
electronics. Currently, approximately 15 to 20% of
MBB connections are through embedded modules,
representing 225 million to 300 million embedded
laptops and tablets. This forecast can significantly
increase with the introduction of lower cost chipsets
and consumer-friendly service plans (and data buckets).
The number of connected M2M devices is
forecast to grow from 2.6 billion in 2012 to
over 14 billion in 2020. Whilst many of these
devices will use short-range or fixed connectivity,
the opportunity for cellular devices remains
significant. Cellular connections in M2M devices
are forecast to grow from 212 million in 2012 (8%
overall) to over two billion connections by 2020
(15% overall). Despite the factors driving shortrange connectivity, ease of deployment, solution
homogeneity, and improved mobile capabilities will
ensure a thriving cellular M2M market.
Utilities and the auto industry will clearly
represent the highest proportion of cellular M2M
connections. For the former, vehicle platform,
insurance and emergency/eCall will be the largest
applications. The auto industry is experiencing
a remarkable evolution from basic embedded
telematics and safety ser vices to advanced
infotainment and integrated navigation, providing
a tremendous opportunity for LTE networks.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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National broadband:

A complex undertaking
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National broadband has been embraced by the governments of the world as a tool
of economic growth, but all that investment is a lot to ask in these austere times. And
with few finished networks up & running, their benefits are still largely theoretical, and
won’t materialize without a government in place that knows what to cultivate and
when, including the investment, market competition, and user demand.
By Li Heshun

N

ational broadband networking (NBN)
is a global concern, with over 100
countries and regions now having it
on the agenda, including Malaysia,
Singapore, Egypt, South Africa, the EU, and
the U.S. However, a national broadband rollout
costs billions and can last decades, including the
backbone, metro, and access network deployment,
network plan evaluation, technician training,
application development, and cross-departmental
coordination. With governments, operators,
vendors and other parties involved, necessary

measures are needed to prevent inappropriate
technology selection, out-of-control investment
and rollout, and poor social and economic ROI.
When crafting a national broadband strategy,
governments must integrate it into their long-term
social and economic plans, borrow experiences
from peers, and choose trustworthy partners who
can jointly research the market and set broadband
targets. During implementation, governments also
need policies that support infrastructure rollout,
ensure sufficient competition in the market, and
promote broadband adoption.
NOV 2013 . ISSUE 71
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Three key factors
Governments have three tools at their disposal
that will help ensure that their NBN plans succeed.
Each will be needed at certain points.
Investment cultivation – For countries and
regions with household fixed broadband penetration
below 10%, an exceptional level of private
investment will be needed to support the fixed
broadband infrastructure. Subsidies, preferential
taxation, and other measures will be needed, such as
exclusive operational rights and pricing power for a
certain period of time (regulatory holidays).
Competition cultivation – When household
fixed broadband penetration reaches around 20%,
governments must develop a healthy competitive
environment if they wish to stimulate bandwidth
growth, service evolution, and content diversity.
Demand cultivation – When household fixed
broadband penetration exceeds 20%, governments
should promote broadband takeup among middle
and low-income families. They should also
subsidize and provide tax rebates for terminals,
reduce the entry fees for broadband services, and
provide the necessary IT training to citizens.

Encouraging investment
Public–private partnership (PPP) is emerging
as a mainstream national broadband rollout model
in countries such as Germany, Kenya, Malaysia,
and the U.K. PPP combines the efforts of both
governments and private enterprises for broadband
rollout. In less-developed districts with low ROI
and high potential risks, private enterprises are
reluctant to invest. Governments, on the other
hand, have powerful financial resources to ensure
smooth national broadband rollout in those areas,
reducing investment risks through subsidies and
preferential policies.
These can begin with fixed broadband rollout,
where 70% of the total investment is spent on
digging trenches and deploying ducts and fibers.
To reduce costs and speed up project rollout, the
German federal government has been mapping
its telecom infrastructure, including its fibers,
ducts, radio towers, and interior wiring. Any
private enterprise can access this map and use it
for a certain charge. The government also offers
up to EUR200,000 in subsidies per project for
fixed network rollout in remote and rural areas,
15
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in addition to 60% profit compensation (for the
urban/rural profit gap), with this number expected
to increase to 90%. What’s more, the European
Investment Bank (EIB) can provide loans of up to
50% of the project investment for as long as 15
years.
Fixed infrastructure involves right-of-way
permits, which may be costly to obtain and require
cross-departmental approval. The South African
government is one step ahead of this problem with
its provision of a one-stop approval service, along
with its mandate that ducts be reserved when
municipal infrastructure for transportation, water/
electricity supply, and hygiene are built. Kenya uses
a different approach, granting tax cuts for fixed
infrastructure sharing, which prevents repetitive
trench digging and duct deployment in a given
area.

Cultivating competition
Regulators are now encouraging fiber
investment, and to ensure fair competition, they
require that incumbents expand their sharing
beyond their copper resources to include the
basic infrastructure, including the electrical poles
and ducts. This enables greenfield operators to
quickly roll out fiber at reduced cost. What’s more,
incumbents are often stronger in terms of user base,
network infrastructure, and financial power, and
their networks are wholesaled or interconnected
with greenfield players.
Regulatory bodies need asymmetrical measures,
including compelled interconnection, fair
interconnection fees, and guaranteed quality
to prevent incumbents from dampening the
competitive environment.
However, competition with incumbents is
coming from different directions/technologies.
Multi-service operators (MSOs) are expanding
their service portfolios from video-only to include
broadband and VoIP, while mobile operators can
now support robust data services thanks to their
mature 3G networks and ongoing LTE rollouts.
Regulators should maintain a balance of power
among technologies so that a stable and open
environment for broadband development is
preserved.
Fiber broadband infrastructure has huge upfront
costs and long ROI; costs must be shared and
fees must be reduced to end users if NBN is to
take hold. A larger user base can reduce the cost
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per user and entry fee within a reasonable ROI
period. More users can be developed, but Huawei
analysis shows that countries with more than three
broadband licenses generally lack a long-term plan
to develop their next-gen fixed fiber infrastructure.
This can lead to wireless broadband access solutions
based on CDMA or WiMAX being adopted, as
opposed to FBB.

Cultivating demand
In a healthy broadband market, end users can
enjoy steady improvements in service quality and
lowered entry fees, with broadband penetration
growing steadily. However, even the wealthiest of
countries can have large numbers of low-income
residents. Certain measures must be taken to get
these residents to buy into NBN.
Entry fee regulation – Broadband services
are only viable for low-income families when the
monthly charge is less than 3% of the family’s
monthly income. Operators in Sri Lanka offer what
may be the world’s cheapest data package, with
2G data volume and 2Mbps speed for only three
U.S. dollars a month. In Malaysia and Germany,
governments offer tax credits for people who apply
for broadband access.
Terminal subsidy – Computers, tablets, and
smartphones are basic elements of broadband
services, yet they represent a handsome investment
for low-income families and small enterprises.
Turkey has cut 10% of the value added tax (VAT)

for computer purchasing, which stimulated a
10.3% increase in computer sales. In South Africa,
the government has substantially reduced import
duties on access devices to ensure their affordability.
Local application launch – Governments are
major customers for ICT applications, as their
online services and ICT investments are critical to
the lives of citizens. Online information inquiry
and service applications are common services
offered via the Internet. In South Korea, the
customs clearance for exported goods once took at
least one day, but now it only takes two minutes,
thanks to their efforts in e-government. Having
invested one percent of the government budget
in e-Government for ten consecutive years, South
Korea is now tops in the world in this field. Kenya
is following suit and plans to raise its investment
in e-government from 0.1% to 5% of its total
government budget within five years. Other
applications, including e-education, e-health,
e-commerce, and localized content development,
can also help to attract local citizens to broadband
services.
Technical training – Internet/computer skill
training should begin in middle or high school, at
the latest, but many national broadband projects
are also aiming to offer basic Internet skill training to
small business owners, ex-military, senior citizens,
people with physical impairments, and farmers.
Only with buy-in from these sorts of citizens will
NBN truly prove a public good.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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U2BB
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Connecting our
digital society

An all new digital society is coming into being, with ubiquitous ultra-broadband (U2BB) as the bond
between the physical and digital realms, making it a key element in all socioeconomic activities.
With their pivotal role in U2BB operations, telcos must rethink their network strategies and grasp the
opportunities that will abound.
By Zou Xudong

U2BB underpins digital
socioeconomics

A

fter the 2012 London Olympic
Games, the U.K. Culture Secretary
and Olympics Minister Jeremy Hunt
announced it as the first truly digital
Olympic Games, with fans as likely to catch up on
the latest highlights digitally as they are through
traditional media, if not more so. During the
games, 55 million people visited the BBC sports
17
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website. When Bradley Wiggins won the gold in
cycling, BBC traffic peaked at 700Gbps, with 2.8
petabytes of data delivered on the busiest day, the
equivalent of 700,000 DVDs.
In addition to sports and entertainment, digital
technologies have been revolutionizing fields as
diverse as education, publishing, telco, shopping,
and medicine, reshaping our entire world.
Information technology is taking complicated
data from the digital world and processing it
into information that is linked with transactions
and activities in the physical world. A growing
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broadband network is breaking down the islands of
information and linking different social elements
efficiently, while the role of IT infrastructure has
changed from support to real-time service, with a
reliability that renders it vital to a large number of
activities.
A fully digital society is now taking shape where
people, objects, and activities are all connected
anytime, anywhere, with great efficiency. All people
and devices will be connected through broadband,
with activities such as education, medicine,
entertainment, shopping, and conferencing fulfilled
digitally. All of these, however, are based on a
broadband network that bridges the physical and
digital worlds.
But how far must existing broadband networks
evolve before they can connect anything, anytime,
anywhere? Networks will become an integral part
of our daily lives and work, whether we are chatting
with friends, video conferencing on the road,
collaborating remotely, or gaming online. Thus, the
broadband of the future must deliver ubiquitous
access for a plethora of scenarios, whether on the
go, in the office, or at home.
The constant push for a more lifelike
communication experience is driving the standards
for information and communication richness from
voice to video, from standard to high definition
and beyond, 3D, and perhaps holography. As such,
the digital realm is increasingly being called upon
to create virtual representations of the real, and this
will require bandwidth far beyond that typically
found today.
HD is becoming the norm for both terminals
and content, with even an inexpensive smartphone
capable of both its recording and playback.
Howe ve r, t h e a ve r a g e b ro a d b a n d n e t w o rk
bandwidth worldwide is only 3.1Mbps, not nearly
enough for a seamless HD experience, let alone
holography, which might require a hundred or even
a thousand times more bandwidth. This makes
Gbps-level access imperative, though there is no
guarantee that it will prove the long-term answer.

Huge business potential
Fixed broadband penetration is growing, with
some countries already enjoying nationwide
coverage. Mobile broadband is also booming, as the
ITU expects the number of subscriptions worldwide
to reach five billion by 2020, with 25 billion Internet
of things (IoT) connections joining in.

In 2012, global B2C e-commerce topped
USD1.3 trillion, accounting for 1.8% of global
GDP, and this number will increase as fields such
as education and medicine start accounting for a
larger percentage of the mix. This will surely bring
both huge traffic levels and big opportunities to
telcos.
Information in the digital world must go
through the broadband pipe offered by telcos. As
this information accumulates in the future, telcos
will function more and more like information
banks and data miners, so they can profit by
providing data processing services.
Telcos should also accelerate their U2BB
network rollout to accommodate traffic-heavy
services and enhance the ‘turnover speed’ for their
information, making OTT applications a good
income source.
Most Internet video, for instance, is free and
can play smoothly, thanks to its modest definition
(480p or lower) and bitrate. Video distributors levy
a small profit from advertisers, but end users will
not want to pay for such low quality. Telcos have
invested heavily in broadband network rollout,
but subscribers lack the incentive to upgrade their
bandwidth, paying only the minimum access fee,
a situation that will eventually lead to a negative
revenue loop.
When building U2BB, telcos can encourage
video distributors to enhance their video quality
to attract subscribers and drive bandwidth usage.
With an enhanced user experience, subscribers are
more likely to upgrade their bandwidth once new
services are available. In this way, telcos benefit
from both end users and video service providers,
as the latter need contracts with telcos to ensure
service quality. In fact, if one thinks of bandwidth
usage as economic activity, this is similar to a
Keynesian stimulus plan, with lower taxes on
businesses (video providers) leading to increased
consumption/profit.
However, in addition to converting OTT
threats into opportunities, telcos should also refine
their own network operations; China Mobile
Guangdong (Guangdong Mobile) is already well
underway. As a latecomer to fixed broadband, the
operator needs to quickly expand its user base, and
this cannot be done without a little homework.
Guangdong Mobile deployed the uTraffic system,
which analyzes traffic volume, bandwidth usage,
port usage, subscriber online ratio, and other
relevant statistics.
With uTraffic, Guangdong Mobile discovered
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that busy hours for families are 17:00 to 01:00,
while businesses are busiest from 09:00 to 18:00.
The operator then connected business and family
users to the same OLT to balance the traffic load,
reducing the pressure to expand the network. The
operator also noted that certain businesses were
hitting their 10Mbps limit, so they recommended
an upgrade for these customers.
There is huge potential in the new business
models adopted by China Unicom, Orange,
and Guangdong Mobile. Converting broadband
networks into profit sources, telcos are set to gain
from a bandwidth bonus inherent to digital society,
making for refined operations of their networks,
services, and information.

HetAN for U2BB access
Mobile broadband cannot meet the needs of
the four-screen home, while fixed broadband can
hardly be expected to be ubiquitous; U2BB needs
both.
In the early days, ADSL provided bandwidth
for basic user demand. Telcos’ main concern was
to develop users, and they used uniform CO
DSL to provide access below 20Mbps, with little
differentiation, but this model no longer works
for ultra-broadband networks, and on-demand
bandwidth offerings are needed.
Firstly, bandwidth usage varies with service
and application. SDTV requires 4Mbbps, HDTV

requires 8-to-12Mbps, and 4K TV using H.264
coding requires 40-to-60Mbps. Telepresence
requires even more bandwidth, as it transfers
multiple channels of imagery.
Secondly, mobile and cable operators are also
entering the fixed market; they generally focus on
high-value markets and adapt successful models to
other new markets. Fixed operators should provide
differentiated bandwidth offerings if they want to
win this game.
Finally, as technologies such as FTTH and LTE
are still very costly, both in terms of construction
and site acquisition, a uniform network rollout is
no longer the optimum, and telcos need to find a
balance point between service need, competition,
and return on investment (ROI).
Heterogeneous access networking (HetAN) is
that balance point, thanks to its faster rollout &
time to market, enhanced ROI, and maximal reuse
of legacy resources. With HetAN, telcos can utilize
various fixed and mobile technologies to build an
U2BB access network that can handle different
bandwidths on demand. Such a network could
include all flavors of FTTx, all categories of fixed
media, and macro and microcells, providing U2BB
services for users at home, on the move, and in the
office.
Leading telcos are already embracing HetAN.
Orange has been rolling out FTTH since 2006,
with an initial aim of nationwide coverage (a
EUR30 billion goal). However, the operator will
save 40% of this by mixing in some FTTD in
urban areas, FTTC in less populated areas, and
FTTC with LTE for sparsely populated areas. The
operator is also exploring the use of other access
media, such as coax.
Deutsche Telekom, British Telecom, and
Canadian operator Telus have also started their
copper network modernization, using FTTC as a
massive bandwidth upgrade, with FTTB and FTTH
deployed for high-end users, business customers, or
in fiercely competitive areas.
The growth of digital society requires the joint
long-term efforts of various parties. U2BB network
connects the physical with the digital and will act
as a fundamental infrastructure element for nearly
all socioeconomic activities. Telcos can enhance
their business potential by upping their investment
in ultra-broadband access, and by transforming
themselves from mere pipe providers into digital
service providers.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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MBB & FBB: The future
isn’t “either/or”
Fixed and mobile broadband are generally considered two
separate arenas, but in a four-screen home where every
connected device is either streaming over fiber or
downloading over Wi-Fi, such distinctions are academic,
and operators must learn how to make both technologies
synergize if they want to stay profitable.
By Wu Huazhong
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A four-screen world

T

he tablet market is growing
at an unimaginable speed. At
the end of 2012, shipments
exceeded those for PCs,
and have been exceeding estimates ever
since. According to Ofcom (the U.K.
telco regulator), British tablet ownership
more than doubled in 2012, and half of
these owners say that they now cannot
live without their tablets. Tablets and
their phablet brethren have become the
primary devices for recreational Internet
connection. According to Vodafone, onethird of smartphone owners now watch
video on their devices, and this number
is expected to reach 75% in 2015.
Televisions are joining in the connected

revolution as well. Leshi TV (LETV) is
a good example. China-based Leshi TV
(LETV) employs a home media business
model rather like Amazon does with
Kindle, except the content in question is
video and the terminal in question might
be 60 inches wide. The Foxconn-built
hardware is subsidized, with a freemium
model in place for the content, and this
startup-based service successfully attracted
over one million pre-orders and tens of
thousands more after less than an hour of
release.
Each of the aforementioned devices
is connected, and each family home is
soon expected to have at least three such
devices. Technologies such as Airplay (an
iOS built-in feature that enables wireless
mirroring/streaming between devices)
have made inter-screen interaction

much smoother, and new ser vices
such as Dropcam (where a surveillance
camera can be plugged into a wall
socket and viewed via app) can link
connected devices, creating a connected
service environment.
More and more shared services are
emerging to address the needs of the
connected home, and measures such as
average revenue per account (ARPA)/
average margin per account (AMPA)
are becoming increasingly important to
the telco operator. However, a profitable
connected home is more than just a
matter of a fixed account and a Wi-Fi
box; MBB/FBB synergy is needed.

Covering a map of
blurred lines
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MBB & FBB: The future isn’t “either/or”
Convention dictates that MBB and FBB are
mutually exclusive, but in an always-on world
where users want to be able to continue streaming
a video seamlessly over the home Wi-Fi that began
over the macro cells outside, these technological
distinctions are trivial. Operators need both in
their arsenal if they wish to be digital lifestyle
enables instead of niche players. Mobile providers
may be reluctant to mix it up in the fixed trenches,
but FBB coverage is vital to keeping the TCO for a
full-service operation within reason.
Vodafone is a big believer in fixed-mobile
synergy, as seen in its major fixed investments in
markets such as Spain, Germany, and the U.K.
According to the group’s CEO, “You cannot, of
course, talk about strategy and the future without
talking about convergence.” The operator has
stated that this investment is tied to plans to
make a big splash in both the home and business
environments, and reduce those pesky costs for
mobile backhaul.

Network synergy
Informa research shows that 70% of the
global traffic that enters and leaves smartphones
flows through Wi-Fi, and this percentage is even
higher for tablets. As HD video has become the
norm, even on smartphones with modest screens,
a robust bandwidth has become a necessity as
MBB performance is strongly dependent on user/
device number and signal strength, making a
consistent mobile-only experience near impossible
to guarantee; a fixed foundation is needed, both to
guarantee service consistency and rein in TCO.
According to the CTO of a certain North
American operator, the TCO of an integrated
access network is 30% lower than it would be
for separately-built fixed and wireless access.
The primary reasons for this are the significant
reductions in civil engineering costs inherent to
integration and the sharing of infrastructure like
electricity, fiber, and other site resources. This
synergy becomes more apparent as small cells (and
the sites they require) start joining in the LTE
equation. Pervasive FBB coverage can be leveraged
to provide backhaul and electricity, reducing the
costs and speeding up deployment.

Business model synergy
To date, three key strategic goals for telcos are
preserving legacy voice & text services, expanding
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the broadband access market, and tapping the
enterprise potential of broadband. FBB-MBB
business model synergy can help, but this would
require operators to reverse course as MBB is
currently focused on data monetization while FBB
is still a bandwidth game.
If we look at the total traffic generated over
Wi-Fi versus cellular, the current average data
consumption of a smartphone already exceeds
that of a typical MBB package by a significant
margin. Without FBB, a user would need an
unlimited, unthrottled package, which is inherently
unsustainable and can be a detriment to legacy
services as it encourages the use of OTT-based
voice & text.
South Korea served as a proving ground for
this scenario. During the 3G era, the top three
operators offered unlimited data, which drove
down ARPU and stimulated the uptake of OTT
applications such as Kakao Talk, which replaced a
significant portion of SMS and voice. In the LTE
era, tiered pricing has become the norm, but the
business outlook remains tough.
However, even with FBB in place, bandwidth
monetization remains a challenge. According to an
EU study, 82% of its home broadband subscribers
are unwilling to pay more for a faster connection.
Key reasons given are a lack of compelling services
or perceived connection speed. However, as
connected devices in the home multiply (especially
televisions), and HD video viewing over them
becomes the norm, the difference between 10 and
100Mbps should start making itself felt.
With FBB and MBB in place, operators are in
a great position to offer the bundled services that
users tend to prefer. Such users have a lower churn
rate, and churn is perhaps the most important
burden that telcos need to ease. AT&T found
recently that bundled FBB-MBB subscribers are
10% more satisfied than the unbundled, and that
its U-Verse (ultra-broadband) market share is
growing steadily where applicable.
Telefónica offers a package with Internet,
television, mobile, and fixed-line services combined
which helped the operator attract 1.5 million
subscribers in Spain within one quarter, 40%
of which were former customers of its mobile
competitors. According to Reuters, Telefónica
Spain’s CEO revealed that the quarter after it
launched was one of the best in its history in terms
of commercial activity and improved margin.
Editor: Pearl zhuwenli@huawei.com
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Unlocking
the potential of DOCSIS

through D-CMTS
Cable industry deregulation is unfolding in the developing
markets, giving providers there a unique opportunity to make
some noise in the fixed broadband business. Distributed-CMTS
is the technology that will make this happen.
By Jeff Heynen, Principal Analyst,
Broadband Access and Pay TV, Infonetics Research
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Emerging & developing

A

ro u n d t h e w o r l d , t e l c o a n d c a b l e
operators are in a heated battle to expand
their broadband subscriber bases. The
race to grow their footprints is especially
acute in emerging markets, such as China, Latin
America, Eastern Europe, and Southeast Asia,
where fixed broadband services, particularly
DOCSIS services, haven’t been widely available or
have offered the bare minimum speeds sufficient
for e-mail and simple web browsing but not for
video streaming, video conferencing, gaming, and
other latency-sensitive applications.
For telco and cable operators, fixed broadband
services have to offer premium speeds, enough to
differentiate themselves from mobile broadband offerings

and consistently deliver the bandwidth-intensive video
applications of today and tomorrow. To deliver these
premium speeds, operators must push fiber all the
way to the home or business, or as close to end users as
economically possible.
For telcos, distributed solutions that push fiber deeper
into their networks without having to run fiber to the
home or business have been around for years. In many
emerging markets, telcos are delivering fiber to basements
and using VDSL2 or Ethernet as the final connection
into subscribers’ homes.
But for cable providers (MSOs), pushing fiber
deeper introduces complexity, as the traditional CMTS
(cable modem termination system) is deployed in cable
headends, along with edge QAMs and RF combiners
designed to convert and multiplex RF video and data
signals delivered to & from end users. This architecture
has been in place for years and has clearly worked well,
NOV 2013 . ISSUE 71
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especially for cable operators in the mature markets of
North America and Western Europe.
There are inefficiencies in this traditional architecture,
including the conversion of RF signals to & from end
users to digital and optical signals at the optical node
and their reconversion back to RF at the headend.
Ideally, operators would prefer to convert once, either at
the optical node or via a remote CMTS located either
in a node or building, similar to the fiber architectures
currently in telco networks.
In addition, the expected growth of Wi-Fi hotspots
and small cells will put added bandwidth constraints
on cable networks, especially if that traffic must be
backhauled to a headend-based CMTS for MAC and
PHY layer processing and routing, with distribution
of a cluster of CMTS platforms closer to small cell and
hotspot locations reducing backhaul costs.
For business services, MSOs want to offer a fiberbased solution and a DOCSIS solution, depending on
the size of the target business and its bandwidth/SLA
requirements. By pushing the CMTS closer to end users,
as part of an overall deep fiber rollout, MSOs can offer
enterprises a wider tier of voice, data, and video services.
For cable operators in emerging markets, who
historically have been limited to delivering analog
video over one-way cable plant, regulatory restrictions
are increasingly being eliminated, creating an
opportunity to deliver broadband data and digital
video over bi-directional networks.
In China, the country’s provincial cable operators are
being consolidated in a USD30 billion plan to create a
nationwide next-generation broadband network. This
project would enable CATV provision of broadband,
voice, and cloud-based services, in addition to enhanced
video services such as VOD. China’s plan requires
CATV providers to deliver a minimum of 20Mbps
of bandwidth to each subscriber, though 30Mbps is
preferable. These speeds are generally well above what
telcos can currently offer the vast majority of their
subscribers.
For most of China’s CATV providers, however, the
costs of deploying a traditional DOCSIS architecture
using a headend-based CMTS are simply too high.
What’s more, traditional CMTS architecture doesn’t
leverage the abundant fiber in most large cities which
would make it relatively inexpensive to deliver fiber to
MTU/MDU basements or nodes and address hundreds
of customers via a distributed architecture.
This same architecture is prevalent in regions as
diverse as Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Eastern
Europe, where fiber is available in metropolitan areas,
ready to drop to MTUs to deliver broadband data
services as well as existing video services.
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Distributed CMTS platforms
Rather than deploying traditional, headend-based
CMTSs, designed to support tens of thousands of
subscribers, operators in these emerging markets are
opting for a distributed CMTS architecture, taking
advantage of fiber runs to nodes or basements and
then delivering traditional DOCSIS 2.0 or DOCSIS
3.0 services to end users. These distributed CMTS
platforms typically deliver either 8 or 16 bonded
downstream channels, 4 upstream channels, and
support for up to 384 subscribers per platform. The
maximum downstream speed is 800Mbps, with the
maximum upstream at 160Mbps.
Distributed CMTS (D-CMTS) is ideal for operators
in emerging markets for a number of reasons. First,
headend space is very limited and typically reserved
for video processing and playout platforms. In many
cases, there is no rack space for a traditional CMTS.
Operators can deploy D-CMTS platforms throughout
their network and scale their data services for hundreds
of subscribers at a time, rather than committing to
headend-based CMTS, which typically supports 10K
subscribers or more.
Operators can target neighborhoods and regions where
broadband speeds are limited, boosting take-up rates
and quickly building a loyal subscriber base. They
can also deploy voice and data services without
disrupting existing RF-based analog or digital video
services.
Because the D-CMTS platforms adhere to the
global DOCSIS standard, there is an established and
knowledgeable vendor community, ensuring a long life
for these platforms. The same is true for the GPON
technologies used to backhaul traffic from individual
D-CMTS platforms. D-CMTS platforms also have
very low power consumption; combined with passive
optical technologies for network uplinks, the D-CMTS
architecture is one of the most energy-efficient for
delivering voice and data services today.
D-CMTS provides a new level of architectural
flexibility for cable operators, which is critical in emerging
markets where operators are either overbuilding or
expanding in greenfield scenarios. Operators can either
replace existing optical nodes with D-CMTS or build
new networks without having to invest in costly optical
nodes, so the pricy endeavor of having to split nodes
based on increased subscriber or service growth can be
avoided. What’s more, operators can install the D-CMTS
in multiple locations, including outdoor cabinets, pole
mountings, and optical cable mountings. This flexibility
helps to reduce construction and engineering costs by
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giving providers multiple site options depending on
network status and the location of potential service areas.

Trial and deployment soon
The benefits of D-CMTS architecture seem
apparent to emerging market operators. Lab and
field trials are already being conducted, with
revenue-generating deployments expected early
next year. Operators, including Thailand’s TRUE,
China’s Wasu Digital and Shenzhen Topway,
and Argentina’s Televisa are trialing D-CMTS
platforms, and some operators already have existing
DOCSIS services. Whether D-CMTS is in place
or on the way, quick, efficient, and cost-effective
network expansion are critical.
Many of these operators are interested in the
D-CMTS architecture because they are true MSOs.
In other words, they have both cable and telco
plant, so the same architectural principles they
have followed in expanding their telco networks
(deep fiber plus Ethernet or xDSL to subscribers)
is exactly what they want to pursue for their cable
plant. In this case, the only option to do so costeffectively is D-CMTS.
Nowhere is this more prevalent than in
Thailand, where TRUE has expanded its presence
through organic growth and acquisitions of both
smaller telco and cable TV providers. As of Q2
2013, TRUE had approximately 1.4 million DSL
subscribers and 200,000 cable subscribers.
Since 2009, TRUE has been expanding its
remote DSLAM footprint to deliver VDSL2
services to subscribers ahead of competition
from 3G providers. TRUE has also been quietly
rolling out a GPON network aimed at delivering
100Mbps of bandwidth to subscribers in and
around Bangkok.
Earlier this year, TRUE announced a plan to install
DOCSIS 3.0 equipment to cover 4 million homes in 61
provinces. Between the upgrades from ADSL to VDSL2
and DOCSIS 2.0 to 3.0, TRUE intends to migrate 50%
of its broadband subscriber base to premium broadband
services by the end of 2013.
For its cable plant, part of the upgrade will be
completed using D-CMTS platforms. As the operator
has spent extensively to push fiber closer to both
consumer and enterprise customers, D-CMTS makes
sense as a complement to headend and hub-based
CMTS upgrades. In areas where subscriber densities
are expected to be lower, D-CMTS platforms can be
deployed to replace existing optical nodes.

The future for D-CMTS
Currently, emerging markets are the focus for
D-CMTS deployments, but North American and
Western European cable operators are facing the longterm threat of exhausting spectrum on their hybrid fibercoax (HFC) networks. There are many architectural
debates going on regarding the future of the cable access
network; many revolve around the concept of the remote
PHY. Basically, cable operators are considering pushing
the PHY layer of the CMTS out to existing optical nodes,
which should enable the same benefits outlined afore. In
addition, these operators are already successfully delivering
enterprise and Wi-Fi services beyond the more traditional
consumer voice, data, and video. Thus, the need to
transform their existing optical nodes into more intelligent,
distributed CMTS platforms is even more pressing.
The coming rollouts of CCAP (converged cable
access platforms) and DOCSIS 3.1 will provide shortterm solutions to the pending bandwidth crunch, but
with operators looking to reduce their service group sizes
down from 500 subscribers to 100, and in some cases 50,
delivering downstream QAM and DOCSIS channels
from a headend-based CMTS makes little sense. At that
point, any space savings gained by upgrading to CCAP
will be practically eliminated as even more rack space will
be devoted to additional CCAP platforms.
A potential and attractive answer is to distribute the
media conversion capabilities of the CCAP to the optical
node, creating a far more distributed CCAP (D-CCAP)
architecture.
Editor: Jason jason.patterson@huawei.com
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Intelligent ODN makes the utilization and
maintenance of fiber far more efficient, and
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therefore viable as a network medium.
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iODN: Fiber resource
management smartens up
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Fiber networking may be the future of fixed broadband, but a lot of the methods
being used for its construction and maintenance are decidedly backwards. An
intelligent optical distribution network (iODN) helps take the paper labels and
manual input out of the equation, making for clear improvements in the field
engineering process and your bottom line.
By Fan Jing, China Mobile

W

ith a traditional optical distribution
network, paper labels are used to
identify ports and manage routes,
but as the number and capacity
of fiber distribution terminals (FDTs) balloon, so
does the body of labels, making fiber identification,
ODN network rollout, and O&M very challenging.
This has helped give rise to the intelligent ODN
(iODN). Unlike transport and access devices
managed by the network management system
(NMS), ODN devices are passive, and require field
engineers to manage and maintain them manually.
During the ODN O&M process, human error

is unavoidable, so operators need a robust iODN
NMS that is accurate in its resource management,
service flow management, and service capacity
analysis, so that said error can be minimized.

Efficient fiber resource
management
Routine O&M activities are carried out based
on ODN resource data; accurate and efficient
management can be greatly enhanced through
iODN NMS. What’s more, an iODN NMS will
NOV 2013 . ISSUE 71
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manage optical routes and network topologies, and
display them so that engineers can quickly grasp the
resource distribution data and service information
relevant to the maintenance process.
Port management – Traditional ODNs use paper
labels to identify ports and manage routes, while
engineers record data manually and enter it into the
resource management system (RMS); accuracy cannot
be guaranteed. With iODN, fibers are tagged with
eIDs for automatic identification, with no manual
operation required during data collection.
Routing information management – Optical
routes are basically physical channels that carry
services, and accurate routing information is key

for effective maintenance and troubleshooting,
as well as service provisioning. As opposed to
spreadsheet-based node management, iODN NMS
enables engineers to query optical routes by user
ID, address, or phone number. When faults occur,
engineers can isolate them to the fiber segment
level, or obtain their geographic location from
the iODN NMS and use optical time domain
reflectometry (OTDR) for troubleshooting.
Network topology management – Optical
fibers compose an important share of an operator’s
investment. Timely query and fiber resource
location are key to service provisioning and
troubleshooting. Engineers require information on
fiber distribution, network topology, and resource
usage, creating a demand for an iODN NMS
that can present visualized fiber topologies with
details on both the connections and networking in
general.
Real-time resource monitoring – Fiber patch
cords are sometimes pulled out with the labels
torn, but traditional ODN devices cannot monitor
fiber ports or report unauthorized fiber installation
or removal, posing a risk to the network itself. An
iODN NMS can monitor the situation in real
time. If there’s an unauthorized fiber installation
or removal, the iODN NMS will send out a
general alarm and inform maintenance personnel
via short message or email, making for a prompt
troubleshooting process.

Automatic service flows
Optical route activation, as a major ODN
O&M element, adversely affects revenue and user
experience if it is not carried out on time. Quick
and effective optical route activation requires that
an iODN NMS be capable of automatic service
provisioning management. ODN devices, unlike
active elements, cannot execute NMS commands
and must be operated by field engineers. In such a
case, iODN NMS must be able to schedule E2E
optical routes, and guide field engineers in the
assurance of automatic service provisioning.
Automatic optical route scheduling – As
resource data on traditional ODNs may be
incorrect, field engineers frequently find supposedly
empty ports to be already occupied, and that is
more or less where the plan ends. “Reverse service
provisioning” is then invented on the spot, where
the engineer plans and installs fibers based on
experience, recording the optical routes in the
27
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RMS after the work is done. But with large-scale
FTTx rollout, optical route scheduling becomes
too complex and frequent to be done manually,
and iODN NMS calculates optimal optical routes
using core algorithms and accurate optical resource
data (ports and connections), provisioning services
automatically, end to end. Traditional optical route
scheduling on metro networks would take about
three days per line, but with iODN, the rate is cut
to 30 seconds per line.
Automatic closed-loop management – With
traditional work flows, field engineers obtain and
send back orders on paper, an inefficient process
that makes engineering results hard to verify, but an
iODN NMS interconnects with operators’ order
systems through northbound interfaces to obtain
orders and schedule optical routes. It can also split
an order into multiples based on site engineering
needs. After implementation, the iODN NMS
receives orders automatically and notifies the order
system, forming an automatic, closed-loop cycle.
For delayed orders, the iODN NMS prompts field
engineers to prioritize them.

Intelligent capacity analysis
ODN construction is costly and time
consuming, involving heavy engineering work
such as trenching and layout. Correct prediction of
such things is critical to ensuring a future-oriented
network rollout, which is why an iODN NMS is
capable of service capacity analysis.
For traditional ODNs, resource management
and utilization are done at the node level, while
n e t w o rk p l a n n i n g c a n b e h i n d e re d d u e t o
incorrect manual data input. But thanks to the
iODN NMS’s data accuracy, integrated resource
calculation and analysis are supported.
Capacity analysis – An iODN NMS uses E2E
optical route management (as opposed to nodebased) to accurately access ODN capacities. For a
given service district, it can calculate the total access
capacity, number of subscribers connected, and
utilization rate of FDTs. For a district demanding
higher capacity than originally planned, the
iODN NMS will give notice and suggest network
expansion.
FDT monitoring – An iODN NMS can
analyze the usage of the fiber cores and access nodes
for an FDT, including its statistics for the optical
splitter connections and the proportion of straightthrough fibers to terminated ones; this information

is helpful in network planning.

Highly-reliable ODN networks
Unlike active transport and access devices, a
large number of passive devices on ODNs must
communicate with the iODN NMS through
public network technologies such as 2G, 3G, or
Wi-Fi, making the NMS vulnerable to viruses and
hacker attacks. However, security can be improved
through several measures.
Account security – Field engineers using
intelligent terminals to remotely access the iODN
NMS can be granted minimal access rights only
for site operations, with their accounts divided
by engineering districts (cross-district operations
prohibited).
Network security – Beyond the usual anti-virus
software and firewall measures, access restriction
to public networks is also needed. Operators can
use their VPN and APN networks to offer secure
communication channels between intelligent
t e r m i n a l s a n d t h e i O D N N M S t o p re ve n t
malicious access.
Remote backup – An iODN NMS must have
remote and available hot backup. If an active NMS
is down, the standby can take on services smoothly.

Convergent O&M as a trend
With operators expanding their networks
and services, engineers commonly carry out
cross-network (metro, access, and fiber-optic
infrastructure) service provisioning and fault
diagnosis, which involve operations on different
N M S s a n d m a k e s e r v i c e p rov i s i o n i n g a n d
maintenance demanding and inefficient.
Operators are opting for streamlined crossnetwork management and convergent O&M.
Operators expect an NMS that supports the O&M
of IP, transport, access, and fiber infrastructure
networks, and telecom vendors are striving to bring
this to light.
Huawei’s U2000 NMS platform supports unified
management of IP, transport, access, and iODN
networks. In addition to E2E service provisioning and
unified management of network faults, U2000 has
northbound interfaces to interconnect with the OSS
and iODN. Integrating the iODN NMS will surely
help enhance the efficiency of legacy NMSs.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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Getting ready for iODN
An intelligent optical distribution network (iODN) cannot simply be unboxed and installed; telcos
must upgrade their existing ODN so that it can coexist with the intelligent gear, under unified
management where resources are shared coherently.
By Chen Kan, China Mobile
Scan for mobile reading
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This is the most likely scenario
for fixed incumbents, as intelligent
hardware is added onto the existing
network, with the former managing
b o t h . T h e d r a w b a c k h e re i s t h a t
the telco has to establish visualized
management of the legacy gear, and
at least partially automate the O&M
processes, but the benefit is that this
process can be done in stages and is
a little less expensive than something
more radical (both of these factors make
this the most common approach).

raditional ODN, with
its handwritten labels
and various other manual
elements, cannot manage
fibers in bulk, but iODN uses electronic
labels to identify the various passive
resources, including fibers, ports,
and racks. This enables the network
management system (NMS) to both
manage and schedule ODN resources,
making for an automated O&M
process.

iODN deployment
trends
There are a lot of large ODNs
already out there, and issues may arise
when iODN is introduced. Legacy gear
must be reused as much as possible,
and traditional ODN devices should
be upgraded smoothly and managed
through the iODN NMS. What’s more,
the iODN’s digitized and automated
features must apply to both systems,
making for a unified & simplified
O&M process.
However, not every operator has the
same ODN footprint, so a one-sizefits-all approach will not work. China
Telecom has a large, mature ODN
infrastructure, so unified management
is top priority, while China Mobile,
29
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Full network upgrade

as its name implies, got into the fixed
game later, so its lighter ODN assets
give it the luxury of focusing more on
optimizing the O&M post-rollout.
Depending on the particulars, there are
three different rollout models to choose
from.

Rollout models
iODN add-on

A full network upgrade can also be
done all at once, but it is a bit more
expensive to pull this off without service
interruption, and the process cannot be
hurried. However, once done, you’ve got
an intelligent, elegant system that can
be managed automatically.

Starting smart
Of course, if you are a newcomer to
the fixed game, your first network can be
an intelligent one. This process is both
efficient and cost-effective, and your
senior engineers won’t have to unlearn
anything. However, few operators with
the means to build an iODN have such
freedom.
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A three-step rollout
Step 1: Cable distribution
The cable distribution layer consists of optical
cross-connections that involve a large number of
devices. China Mobile purchased 125,000 fiber
distribution terminals (FDTs) in 2012 alone.
Traditional ODN uses paper labels to identify
ports that engineers must manually record into
the resource management system – an errorprone process. What’s more, monitoring cable
distribution device rollout is difficult as most
deployment is done outdoors, and this can lead to
resource waste, engineering error, and slow network
rollout. Thus, introducing intelligence to the cable
distribution layer is prioritized.

Step 2: Metro backbone
The core convergence layer is an upper network
layer that transmits bulk service data; it consists of
optical main distribution frames (MDFs), housed
in equipment rooms, and engineers must confirm
and check MDF connections during routine
maintenance, ensuring precise resource data input.
In China, telcos have mature fiber infrastructure
for the core convergence layers on their metro
backbones, and iODN would be preferred for
new, modest projects or network expansions. As
the convergence layer handles traffic in bulk, and
requires high reliability, telcos should upgrade
their fiber access network first, before introducing
iODN to the convergence layer.

Step 3: Last-mile access
Terminal gear includes millions of smallcapacity (16- or 32-core) optical splitter boxes,
and this makes iODN introduction a tremendous
investment. Therefore, telcos need to implement
an iODN strategy in phases, based on actual
service needs and not abstract principles related to
engineering or elegance.

Resource management
tactics
For modest iODN additions, telcos need to
record legacy ODN device information into the
NMS, which can be used in electronic workflows

that enhance O&M efficiency. As both the ODN
and iODN will use a unified platform, telcos can
deliver electronic O&M work orders, with manual
operations needed solely for onsite engineering and
resource/order confirmation. After the work onsite
is finished, engineers send the results to the NMS
through handheld terminals.
For full network upgrade to iODN, telcos need
to check all fiber ports and types of services running
on the optical fiber before network upgrade. After
the upgrade, the NMS can automatically obtain
the data from fiber jumpers, facilitating project
implementation and optical resource maintenance.
With iODN, telcos need not manually enter
network resource data, inquire about port status,
or print paper labels, making for a vastly improved
process.
For new iODN rollouts, telcos can automatically
and correctly record network resource data for
various elements, including the fiber ports,
ensuring efficient project implementation and
O&M.

Key rollout requirements
Network resource survey is key to an iODN
upgrade, and only a completely new iODN rollout
can go without one, as port/resource data collection
and fiber path scheduling are done automatically.
Compatible hardware is also required if an
ODN upgrade is to maximize legacy resource
usage. The ODN devices should have sufficient
space for installing intelligent components,
including the backplanes, management modules,
and slide-park modules, so the dimensions for
these components must be standard. In addition,
electronic labels should be added for pigtails,
without service interruption. Other components
such as service boards, subracks, and optical fiber
routing should also support upgrades.
Traditional ODNs have mature O&M flows
that may not suit iODN. If ODN and iODN
O&M processes are separate, management costs
will go up. Only an ODN network with unified
management, O&M processes, and resource
allocation can smoothly support service growth.
However, a powerful NMS is needed here, and
traditional ODNs should be upgraded to support
management display and electronic work orders,
while supporting real-time data check, jointly with
NMS.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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Rostelecom:

Thin coverage through iODN
A trim upfront investment and
an enhanced ROI are critical
to a profit in fixed broadband.
Rostelecom has deployed
Russia’s very first intelligent
optical distribution network
(iODN), enabling thin coverage
for FTTH and a 32.5% reduction
in CAPEX.
By Zhao Fuliang & Ma Hongyan

Scan for mobile reading
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A vast & competitive
landscape

T

he broadband market in
Russia has huge potential; its
broadband subscriber base
grew by 30% (12 million new
additions) from Q1 2009 to Q3 2012
(according to Russian consulting firm
AC&M), thanks in part to a competitive
landscape that includes the likes of
TransTeleCom, MTS, and Rostelecom.
A leading landline, broadband
access and IPTV service provider in
Russia, Rostelecom offers telecom and
long-distance transmission services to
eight federal districts in the country,
and its broadband networks consist of
technologies such as ADSL and GPON
FTTB/FTTH. However, ADSL has
been coming up a little short in terms of
bandwidth, so Rostelecom has chosen
GPON FT TH for its nationwide

broadband rollout, after considering
factors such as technology evolution,
network deployment, and profit growth.
In 2012, the Russian government
expected Rostelecom to develop two
million FTTH subscribers in 2013
(Russian state companies own over
half of Rostelecom’s voting shares),
presenting both opportunities and
challenges to the operator.

Full coverage is daunting
Fiber infrastructure takes up more
than 60% of the overall investment
with FTTH rollout – a huge initial
investment with a long ROI period.
However, FT Tx rollout in Russia
is generally expected to pass each
individual home, with optical fibers
spliced for easy connection and
management, an expensive prospect to
be sure, especially in low penetration
areas. In 2012, the fixed broadband
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penetration rate in Russia was less than 50%, and
to develop two million FTTH subscribers in one
year, Rostelecom is expected to connect its fiber
network to four million homes.
And to make matters worse, FTTH facilities
deployed in Russia’s hinterlands often sit unused after
initial deployment, gathering dust and requiring
repair, making for an ROI that’s barely readable.

Precise resource management
Rostelecom’s FTTx coverage will be thin at
first, based on the estimated subscriber base
and penetration rate, and then expanded as the
subscriber base grows, but this requires precise fiber
resource management and network penetration rate
data. Such a level of precision would be impossible
with the typical ODN methods, as paper labels
are used to identify ports and data is recorded
manually by field engineers and input manually
into the resource management system (RMS). This
leads to an accuracy rate of about 70%, imprecise
by any measure.

iODN is the answer
Rostelecom needs a more accurate system for
its fiber; intelligent ODN (iODN) is it. With a
solution in place, Rostelecom can give full play
for its fiber resources, enabling flexible network
expansion and an enhanced ROI, while better
serving low-penetration areas.

Accurate resource management
Wi t h i O D N , Ro s t e l e c o m h a s d e p l oy e d
intelligent optical distribution frames (iODFs),
intelligent fiber distribution terminals (iFDTs)
and intelligent fiber access terminals (iFATs) in the
initial phase, and then expanded the iSPLs based
on subscriber growth via a thin-coverage network.
Using eIDs, iODN can automatically collect
data concerning port status and node connections,
and update it to the RMS and network
management system (NMS), a process that requires
no manual operations, ensuring the accuracy of
said data.
Rostelecom can have accurate measures of
network penetration and subscriber status. When a
subscriber cancels service, Rostelecom can use the
vacated port for another user, making for highlyefficient fiber utilization.

Real-time resource monitoring
ODN construction is time-consuming and
involves massive civil engineering. What’s more,
Russia’s brutal weather frequently wreaks havoc with
the trenching and layout process. In a thin-coverage
scenario, network planning must consider the
network capacity and business growth trends, with
network expansion prepared for well in advance.
Under iODN, the NMS monitors resource
usage in the network nodes, so maintenance
personnel can be prompted to expand the network
once a certain capacity threshold has been
exceeded. Rostelecom’s FTTH network has two
levels of optical splitting, with 1:2 optical splitters
in the iODFs (first-level), and 1:32 units in the
iFATs (second-level). Engineers need only add
optical splitters in the latter, making for a simple
and quick expansion process.

Low penetration identification
In Russia, fixed broadband subscribers are
unevenly distributed and have a high churn rate.
Fiber resources in certain areas may idle, even with
thin coverage, but an iODN NMS can calculate
the total access capacity, number of subscribers
connected, and utilization rate of FDTs within
a region; this helps Rostelecom identify lowpenetration areas that should be targeted for
marketing promotions.

Significant benefits
Rostelecom’s iODN deployment has trimmed
its upfront fiber investment, enhanced ROI, and
reduced CAPEX by 32.5%. “The iODN network
deployed by Huawei is great. It simplifies the
O&M of fiber networks, helping us deliver highquality services and lower O&M costs,” says K.G.
Korolev, CTO of Rostelecom’s Perm branch.
However, the par tnership between both
companies is continuing into other areas. In
April 2013, both parties held a network summit
in St. Petersburg where they discussed telco
industry trends, mainstream access and ODN
technologies, and other topics. In May 2013,
Huawei demonstrated its iODN solution to the
regional CTOs of Rostelecom in Sviaz Expocomm
Moscow 2013. It was well received and laid a solid
foundation for future cooperation.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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FTTH is an expensive prospect outside of the
greenfield, but Huawei offers a diverse body of
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solutions that encompasses virtually any scenario.
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FTTO: High-quality
broadband access for SMEs
Scan for mobile reading

Until now, enterprise broadband has meant an exclusive network, where optical
distribution network (ODN) lines cannot be shared, making expansion a costly,
repetitive event. A shared FTTx infrastructure is needed here, so that multiservice access and scalable bandwidth are at the ready and the O&M process is
simplified. Huawei has such a solution – FTTO.
By Zhou Bo & Zhang Quanfeng

I

CT breakthroughs in cloud computing, big
data, and mobile office applications have
greatly improved the efficiency of small
and medium enterprise (SME) operations,
enabling a more elastic framework. There are
around 40 million SMEs in Europe and the U.S
markets in total, and another 50 million in China.
Most have an increasing need for ultra-broadband
access, especially those that heavily depend on
e-commerce, making this segment perhaps the only
sustainable source of low-hanging fruit in telco.

FTTO for SOHO and SME

For micro-enterprises and SOHOs (under five
employees) in office buildings, markets, shops,
and stores, broadband service provisioning should
be quick and maintained remotely, with service
portfolios including data, voice and Wi-Fi access.
SMEs (under 100 people), including cybercafés
and small companies, generally require intranet and
interconnection between branches, so broadband
access should be high-performance, easy-tomanage, secure, and reliable.
For SOHO and SME access, Huawei’s fiber-tothe-office (FTTO) solution can utilize operators’
FTTx networks to provide high-speed data, voice,
and TDM E1 services.
NOV 2013 . ISSUE 71
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Timely service provisioning for SOHOs
Broadband access devices for SOHO businesses
should be easy-to-install, adaptable to various
environments, and stable. Service provisioning
and device installation for FTTO are both similar
to the processes for FTTH. Operators need
not change their existing service provisioning
systems, while SOHO terminals can be seamlessly
integrated, with broadband services available in
less than 24 hours.
F T TO ( f o r S O H O ) i s p l u g - a n d - p l a y ;
broadband and voice services can be provisioned
via the network management system (NMS), with
no onsite configuration required. OPEX is also
reduced through remote fault diagnosis via NMS
voice emulation testing. And finally, the FTTO
unit uses a high-density chip that can reduce power
consumption by 25%.
Hybrid access – With the advent of LTE,
operators are increasingly converging their fixed
and mobile broadband services for full-service
operations and this should attract SME customers.
FTTO features hybrid access; the access terminal
has extra USB ports, through which SMEs can
insert data cards to support 3G/LTE data services.
Its terminal also supports both wireless and PON
uplinks that back up each other for enhanced
security.

Hybrid access helps operators bundle their fixed
and mobile broadband offerings. Initially, when
ODN is not yet ready, operators can serve SMEs
through mobile broadband, but after the GPON
is online, operators can offer fixed broadband with
higher speeds, with mobile as a backup.
uTraffic monitoring – Huawei also provides its
uTraffic solution, which guarantees the integrity/
quality of broadband service. Data traffic is
monitored in real time, so uTraffic can detect which
services are performing at a sub-contract level, and
suggest improvements accordingly. If existing traffic
hits the maximum contract bandwidth, uTraffic
will suggest a network expansion.

Efficient & reliable SME access
SMEs require reliable, scalable, and secure access
networks for Internet connection. Huawei FTTO
is generously ported for POTS and LAN, and
supports smooth upgrade to 10G GPON. With
its embedded optical time domain reflectometry
(OTDR) modules, FTTO enables the efficient
troubleshooting and fixing of fiber access problems,
with minimal impact on services. Its O&M features
timely fault diagnosis, precise fault location, and
overall proactivity, so that operators can enhance
network efficiency & reliability, and clearly
delineate responsibility between departments.

With its embedded optical time domain reflectometry
(OTDR) modules, FTTO can enable the efficient
troubleshooting and fixing of fiber access problems,
with minimal impact on services.
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Efficient O&M – FTTO enables a manageable
and operable SME access network, thanks to
its flexible and efficient Ethernet maintenance
mechanism. Based on the 802.3ah and 802.1ag
standards, FTTO supports O&M on both the
physical and link layers, including fault diagnosis,
link loopback, and connectivity testing. With
its Y.1731 compliance, FTTO can also monitor
service quality and network performance data in
real time, including the data throughput, packet
loss, delay, and jitter. FTTO can also provide SLA
service quality reports as required by SME users.
Wi-Fi office – Mobile office can help SMEs
reduce networking costs and enhance efficiency.
FTTO can be fully-equipped with Wi-Fi, enabling
full wireless coverage (and less cabling) within
an office, regardless of device (printer, storage,
projector, etc.). With its high-performance chip,
the Wi-Fi module itself supports 802.11n (802.11ac
compatible) on both the 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands.
End-to-end protection – FTTO provides
an end-to-end network security mechanism
that integrates link protections for convergent
equipment, enables 50ms optical link protection
switchover, and backs up power protection for
access terminals, among other things.

Successful FTTO applications

Huawei’s FTTO solution has seen commercial
action at home and abroad. In China’s Wenzhou city,
where over 300,000 SMEs are located, China Mobile
has combined its GPON networks with Huawei’s
FTTO solution, delivering one-stop broadband access
to SMEs. Fiber access and optical network unit (ONU)
usage enable higher quality voice services for SMEs,
while China Mobile provides a broadband portfolio
ranging from 2Mbps to 1Gbps for diverse services
such as e-government, video monitoring, and video
conferencing.
China Mobile has also launched enterprise private
line services at a speed of 2Mbps to 2.5Gpbs; with
secure and reliable channels for voice, data, intranet,
and other applications. This private line service has been
received warmly by both institutions in both finance and
government.
Etisalat runs a large FTTx network in the UAE,
and more services are needed to fill this pipe. In
cooperation with Huawei, the operator now fully
reuses its optical line terminal (OLT) and ODN
gear for FTTO rollout. Individuals and enterprise
customers can use the same GPON network,
with enterprise services enjoying a higher level
of network security. As of June 2013, Etisalat
developed over 20,000 SMEs, in addition to one
million household users.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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Cloud Fabric improves

networking efficiency in the IDC
As cloud computing takes hold, Internet data center (IDC) traffic is becoming
more horizontal than vertical, but Huawei offers a solution for service providers
looking to keep themselves in the black – Cloud Fabric.
By Shuai Chunyi
Scan for mobile reading

New IDC challenges

W

ith cloud computing, IDCs are
g e n e r a t i n g i n c re a s e d re ve n u e
for telcos who rent them out for
computing, storage, and networking
services. IDC networks connect various physical
and virtual resources, but with their success comes
certain challenges.

Changing traffic flows
For traditional IDCs, applications will be on one
or more servers, with interserver communication
limited. As such, these centers mostly provide external
services, with traffic primarily north or southbound.
But cloud computing represents a complete
realignment, with the axis twisted to the horizontal.
Traditional IDC networks converge traffic layer
by layer, with the convergence ratio ranging from
3:1 to 20:1 from the access layer to the core layer.
However, with search engines, online gaming, and
large enterprise applications growing, a single server
can no longer shoulder such enormous computing
tasks, and telcos must now deploy large-scale cluster
routers that help integrate thousands of servers, some
of which provide ingress for applications while others
handle computing.
In this context, data exchange, status synchronization,
and other data flows will surge within the servers; this
will shift the data flow pattern from the traditional
80% north/south pattern to 70% east/west. IDC
egress traffic will also increase rapidly; IP traffic
in global data centers is expected to increase 33%
annually on average, reaching 4.8ZB in 2016. Many
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operators’ IDC egress traffic has already exceeded
200G, and even 600G in China Telecom’s IDCs in
western China.

10G/40G/100G Ethernet evolution
As server capability and virtual machine plurality
increase, so does IDC need for greater bandwidth.
According to consulting firm IDC, 10G Ethernet
adoption will exceed 1G Ethernet in 2014 (making
it the mainstream), and will continue evolving to
40G/100G Ethernet over the next 10 years. Such
IDCs will require higher bandwidth access and
switching capacity, without frequent hardware
upgrade.

Virtual machine migration
Virtualization decouples the operating system (OS)
and hardware, greatly improving the server utilization
rate. Virtualization is now the norm, and accounts for
over half of all computing tasks within an IDC. Such
ubiquity makes virtual machine migration among
servers inevitable, creating new hassles along the way.
First, a larger Layer 2 data center network is required
to build virtualized resource pools. Second, the
network connections must be spacious and responsive
(latency below 5ms); and finally, virtual machine
ware (VMware) technology is needed for policy
implementation that is both automatic and dynamic.

Diverse security needs
IDCs, as primary Internet traffic hubs, are
increasingly coming under cyberattack, and Gartner
reports that their security is the number two concern
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among users. Cloud’s entry into the fray is bringing
even more challenges in terms of blurring network
boundaries, changing security threats, and DDoS
attacks. Virtualized platforms are operating between
the OS and physical devices, and security threats loom
due to the possible inherent flaws. And what’s more,
each physical machine may have several users, each
with different security requirements and clearances,
making hardware sharing a risky proposition for all
involved.

Future-oriented IDC
Huawei has launched an IDC network solution,
Cloud Fabric, that helps operators cope with these
challenges, with future-proofing an added benefit.

Elastic architecture
Elastic IDC network architecture is key to
managing both horizontal traffic flow and smooth
server upgrade. As the core elements of IDCs,
switches should have robust performance, capacity,
and evolution capability. Cloud Fabric uses
CE12800 IDC switches, which feature 48T ultralarge switching capacity and Tbit-level high-density
cards. CE1280 can help build a 360T non-blocking
switching network platform and ensure smooth
evolution to 40G/100G Ethernet.
Cloud Fabric uses NE5000E cluster routers to
provide ultra-high data switching and forwarding
capabilities. With NE5000E, operators can build
2+8 clusters, with 100T throughput to meet IDCs’
ultra-high bandwidth needs. In April 2013, Huawei
released a 1T line card that supports high-density
40G/100G Ethernet links and up to 32T of switching
capacity.

Virtual architecture
Huawei data center switches use a virtual system
(VS) architecture. Operators can create multiple
logical or virtual systems on a physical device, with
each system handling different services and users.
This enhances network stability and security, and
reduces equipment costs as well. Operators can
manage users separately, while devoting less effort to
O&M. Operators can also use the cluster switching
system (CSS) to group multiple switches together for
higher system capability with a simplified network
topology.
Cloud Fabric adopts the Transparent Interconnection

of Lots of Links (TRILL) protocol to help operators
expand their Layer 2 data center networks and
facilitate virtual machine migration. Cloud Fabric
supports a Layer 2 network of over 500 TRILL
nodes, with convergence time under 500ms for
any link or node error, and up to 16 load balancing
channels, meeting operator needs for large-scale,
high-capacity IDCs. In addition, Huawei’s TRILLover-VPLS solution supports interconnection of
40 to 60 data centers, spread over a very large area,
enabling unified logic, integrated IT resources, and
improved efficiency.

Multi-layer security
Cloud Fabric has advanced security architecture to
address key IDC security issues. Huawei also provides
consulting and professional (implementation) services
for IDC security assurance, helping telcos to evaluate
and improve their IDCs.
Huawei IDC architecture ensures security in five
aspects – user identification, access authorization,
service response, service recovery, and content
security. The architecture also provides security
assurance by network layer, including that for
mobile devices and virtual desktop infrastructure
( VDI) terminals. For the network layer, it
provides security for internal and virtual networks,
defending multiple users against internal/external
threats. On the cloud layer, the architecture
provides security assurances for web and email
applications, in addition to document/database
protection, virtual machine disk encryption, and
dynamic leecher protection (DLP).

Open and easy O&M
IDC networks are interconnected with backbone
networks, other IDCs, servers, and storage devices.
Huawei uses widespread industry standards and
protocols such as TRILL and VPLS, simplifying
IDC network integration and protecting telcos’
investments.
Huawei also boasts the U2000 network management
system (NMS), which can manage switches, routers,
optical transport networks, and firewalls in a unified
manner. The NMS can deliver E2E topology views
for physical and logical devices, enabling timely fault
detection and flexible service provisioning. It also
supports VMware for automatic policy implementation
during virtual machine migration, making for a
smoother management process.
Editor: Michael huangzhuojian@huawei.com
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FTTD: Gigabit access
without having to knock
It takes three hours to download an 8GB movie over traditional 2Mbps DSL
broadband. A fiber upgrade to 1Gbps would shorten that time to one minute,
but fiber to every home is more holy grail than strategic target. Huawei offers
an alternative solution – fiber-to-the-door (FTTD).

By Zhou Bo

Scan for mobile reading

FTTH: A brownfield gauntlet

H

uawei engineers have found that in
a lot of highly urban markets, the
optical network terminals (ONTs)
intended for deployment in users’
homes actually end up residing in corridors, with
not all corridors powered equal, leading to costly
cabling and metering. What’s more, sub-optimal
temperature and humidity levels, and lightning
protection measurements in corridors, can easily
lead to equipment failure/service interruption, so
why would operators do things this way?
First, deploying new fibers in old buildings is
often laborious for the engineers and a nuisance
to the residents. Second, users are often not home
when engineers drop by. Third, certain markets
have their own specific hindrances. In Saudi Arabia,
if there’s no man in the house, a male engineer is
not allowed to enter, making it difficult to either
install a device or locate a fault. In France, the
situation is even more tricky. Privacy laws related
to property are stringent and manpower costs are
high, with telecom risers in older buildings often
too tight for fiber deployment. Maintenance is a
major issue as well, as even drilling might draw
residential ire if deemed unsightly.
Needless to say, FTTH is a luxury outside the
greenfield. Operators need a practical alternative
that still hits the mark in terms of a future-proof
bandwidth.

FTTD: A lived-in solution
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HD video, cloud-based services, and other
bandwidth-hungry applications will eventually drive
user access demands to the Gigabit range, but not all
fiber variants can achieve this. Fiber-to-the-building
(FTTB) cannot provide sufficient bandwidth,
and is often hindered by onsite limitations in the
power supply and grounding, while FTTH has the
disadvantages mentioned afore.
On February 7, 2013, Huawei released the
industry’s first fiber-to-the-door (FTTD) solution,
which provides 100Mbps-to-1Gbps bandwidth by
leveraging the onsite wiring, such as twisted-pairs,
coaxial cables, category-5 cables, and electrical cables.
With this solution, optical access devices are deployed
in close proximity to users’ homes (near the door or
in the telecom risers), with the onsite cabling reused.
Huawei FTTD also employs the same service delivery
and O&M methods as FTTH, so the Huawei
operation support system (OSS) can be reused, with
no complicated device matching required.

Key features
Technical innovations
Vectoring/G.fast – Huawei is an industry leader
in Vectoring and G.fast technologies. In 2009,
Huawei produced the industry’s first Vectored VDSL2
prototype. In 2010, Huawei first proposed timeof-day (ToD) synchronization, which enhanced
synchronization accuracy between the customer
premises equipment (CPE) and central office (CO) to
200ns, leading to its adoption in G.993.2. Deployment
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of different CPE categories on the same network can
decrease the bandwidth capabilities for certain ones. In
2012, Huawei developed a self-adjustment technology
for terminals, AutoSense, where compatibility and
bandwidth optimization are ensured across Vectored
CPEs, leading to its commercial use across the globe. In
addition, Huawei has contributed more standards and
demonstrated more prototypes than any other party to
the field of G.fast technology – a revolution in copper
that will expand its bandwidth to the Gbps range.
Huawei innovatively combines Vectoring and
G.fast technologies with FTTH/B access in its FTTD
solution, leveraging multiple existing access resources,
such as twisted-pairs, coaxial cables, category-5 cables,
and electrical cables to provide 100Mbps to 1Gbps
bandwidths to meet fiber deployment requirements in
various scenarios.
Electrical splitting – Huawei FTTD shares its
optical modules through electrical splitting. In this
way, the burdensome cost of equipping each FTTD
unit with its own module is avoided. An electrical
switch matrix and a logic control module work
together to split one-channel electrical signal into
eight, thus eliminating the potential cost of seven
optical modules per setup.

Design Innovations
Reverse power supply – Power over Ethernet (PoE)
is a technology that uses category-5 cables to not only
transmit data for IP-based terminals (IP telephones,
wireless LAN access points, network cameras, and
3G/4G base stations) but also provide DC power
supply for these devices, and the deployment

architecture for the cat-5 cabling
remains unchanged. With Huawei FTTD,
reverse POE technology is used. Specifically,
power sourcing equipment (PSE) deployed in users’
homes supplies the FTTD modules. What’s more,
thanks to core patented technologies, reverse power
supply can also be implemented through twisted
pairs, without affecting data transmission.
No grounding – Traditional telco gear requires
costly grounding systems as protection against
electrostatic discharges (ESDs) and lightning strikes.
Huawei FTTD solution adopts a fully-enclosed
design, with a suitable safe distance for hardware,
enabling a maximum voltage tolerance of 4kV and
keeping the setup grounding-free.

O&M Innovation
Zero configuration – With Huawei FTTD,
network management system (NMS) and optical
line terminal (OLT) parameters are pre-configured,
with FTTD devices configured before delivery as
well. After powering on, configuration data can
be loaded automatically from the NMS and OLT.
Authentication and service delivery are completed at
the same time, so no onsite configuration is required
during the process. Operators can simply mail CPEs
(VDSL2, Vectoring, Giga DSL) to users for selfinstallation, which saves engineering costs.
Bypass functionality – An electrical switch controls
the switch from traditional DSLAM to FTTD, so
services can be remotely switched to the FTTD gear
and switched back when a fault occurs.
Editor: Joyce joyce.fan@huawei.com
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HetAN: An alternative to small-cell backhaul
As the ballooning of mobile traffic continues abated, small cells have emerged as a supplement
for strained hotspots, but they are a costly and somewhat inelegant solution for traffic backhaul.
Heterogeneous access networking (HetAN) provides an alternative.
By Lv Yongpu & Zhang Quanfeng
Scan for mobile reading

I

ndustry data shows that global mobile
traffic experienced 90% compound
annual growth (CAGR) in 2011
and 2012, and will maintain this
momentum till at least 2015. However,
the 80/20 rule when it comes to traffic
distribution persists, and capacity expansion
via standard BTS is no longer effective.
HetNet supplements such as indoor
distributed base stations, Wi-Fi access points,
and the small cell family have emerged as
options, but it takes 100 small cells to cover
just one square kilometer, making them
impractical for standalone backhaul.

HetAN supports small cells
To address the cost issue, many operators
(especially those with both mobile and
fixed infrastructure) are looking to leverage
their fixed assets for backhaul. The newlyproposed fiber-to-the-mobile (FTTM)
solution will use a heterogeneous access
network (HetAN) for mobile backhaul.
However, mobile backhaul has three critical
technical requirements to be addressed –
clock synchronization, reliability, and QoS.
HetAN is sufficient for all three.
Clock synchronization – Mobile
backhaul requires clock synchronization
with a 0.05ppm-precision; otherwise,
anomalies such as disconnection or one-way
audio may occur. In recent years, wireless
networks have gone all-IP, with packetswitched networks replacing traditional
circuit switching. This has led to widespread
use of IP clock synchronization technologies
such as 1588v2 and 1588ACR, which are
supported by FTTM, along with all other
mainstream clock technologies and end-toend high-precision packet clocks.
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Reliability – Base station backhaul has
higher reliability demands than the average
home broadband access, and HetAN
ensures this reliability through a three-layer
protection mechanism. On the access side,
the type B/C link protection mechanism for
the passive optical network (PON) ensures
a switch to the standby link within 50ms
of a fiber link failure. On the device side,
dual control boards, dual power supplies,
and dual upstream transmission channels
ensure normal operation, while alternating
upgrade of active/standby control boards
avoids service interruption. On the network
side, ring network protection and the link
aggregation control protocol (LACP) ensure
the safety and reliability of upstream links.
QoS – PON supports multi-level QoS
and multi-layer VLAN; tags for the latter
separate the data of fixed broadband users
and wireless base stations, ensuring the data
safety for the latter. Higher QoS priorities
are configured for wireless base station data,
ensuring bandwidth and user experience for
mobile users.

FTTM: A cost-effective
solution
Huawei’s FTTM solution reuses the
sites, pipes, and bandwidth resources of
the existing HetAN, driving down the
deployment TCO for small cells.

Site resources
With HetAN, small cells installation
is flexible, with poles, walls, ceilings, and
embedded sites feasible. Reuse of HetAN site
resources has two benefits; it cuts down on
the need for dedicated sites (as FTTx sites can

often be shared) and enables FTTx powersupply sharing, through medium-distance
remote power supply, short-distance remote
power supply, or power over Ethernet (PoE).
FTTx sites can provide centralized power
supply, power backup, and power metering
for small cells, reducing network construction
costs and maintenance difficulties.

Pipeline resources
With HetAN, last-mile media such as
category-5 cables, twisted pairs, and fiber
can be reused for small cells; this saves both
time during deployment and money over
the long run.

Bandwidth resources
The explosive growth of MBB services
requires smooth evolution of the backhaul
network. VDSL2, Vectoring, and G.fast
technologies deliver 100Mbps of fixed
bandwidth within a distance of 300 meters,
and 1Gbps within 100 meters over existing
twisted pairs. An optical distribution
network (ODN) is also capable of
continuous bandwidth improvement
through evolution from GPON to 10G
GPON, to 40G GPON, and to NG
GPON. Compared with traditional
capacity expansion solutions such as
fiber supplementation, FTTM improves
bandwidth by evolving existing physical
resources as needed, allowing operators to
optimize return on investment (ROI).
Huawei’s FTTM solution has led to
stable, high-quality backhaul for more than
20,000 base stations, spanning over 20
operators worldwide who serve more than
10 million end users, every day.
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